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A splashing success

Roommates may be
required next year
Scan Reid
Staff reporter

The "space available" policy for
single rooms will apply to all SU

In aneffort to betterpreparefor a
freshmen overflow situation next
fall, Seattle University will attempt
to provide extraon-campus

Junior ChrisGarcia competes in one ofmanybackstrokeevents inthe NAIANational Competitionthattook
finished third overall in the

place this past weekendin Bumaby, B.C. BothSU men's and women 'Iteams
competition. For completecoverage seepage 12.

tTA■

living

space byutilizing rooms normally
reserved as single rooms for juniors
and seniors. Beginning next fall,
single roomsfor juniors andseniors
attending SU will only be offered
on a "space available" basis.
Extraon-campus rooms will also
come from those currently being
occupied by non-SU students. SU
has housed students from a variety
ofcollegesnearcampus forthepast
20 years,includingCornish School
of the Arts, Seattle Central Community College and the Art Institute of Seattle.

Presently. 18 students who at-

juniors and seniors next year who
requestsinglerooms. Theoptionof
a single roomcannotbe guaranteed
by the housing department for eligible students in the Fall Quarter
2001.
Next fall, the 92 regular single
rooms currently on campus will be
converted with furniture to house
twooccupants.Anyincomingfreshmen whocannot be given a normal
double room in Campion,

Bellannine or Xavier will be assigned to the refurbished single
rooms first, before the singlerooms
aregivenout to the waitingjuniors
andseniors whoapplied forthem.If
all single rooms become occupied
by freshmen, the applicants forprivate on-campus Vwingquartets w\\\
be appointeda roommate and will

be required to live in double housresidence
nine ing or find other accommodations.
The new living policies come
rooms. As of next year, these students will no longerbe eligiblefor fromthe housingoffice whichhas
on-campushousing.The rooms left been consultingwithHank Durand,
by these students willgo ontohouse
See Housing on page 2
any incoming freshmen.
tendSCCC and AIS live in theSU
halls, taking up

Run, duck or cover? Evacuation
plans at SU leave campus confused
JAMILA JOHNSON
Staff Reporter
On this point all sides of Seattle
University agree:last Wednesday,
Seattle had a 6.8 magnitude earthquake. However,when itcomes to
the required actionsof the SU community during and directly following the earth's shaking, the responses are unclearandless agreeable.
Mike Sletten, Director of CampusSecurity,believes that thebuilding evacuations just after the earthquake were necessary. However,
the earthquake did not require the
disasterevacuation precautions that
aredetailedin thedistributed evacuation plan. This evacuation plan
had required all classes to meet on
the intermural fields.
"The quake was of the magnitude,typeand impact to the campus
for all of us to evacuate the buildings on campus. The initial data
proved the decision to not evacuate
further than the campus malls and
openareas," Sletten said.
But many students and faculty
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members were not surewhether di- now."
saster evacuation plans were to be
One-third of Stephenson's class
followed, and many remembered rushed out the dooranddown three
seeing the plan, but could not re- flights of stairs during the earthquake.
memberthe steps.
Terry Read was teaching DiagThe students in freshman John
Kennedy's class, Humanities 181, nostic Ultrasound at the timeofthe
earthquake and wondered how one
didn't know exactly what to do.
Administradetermines the severity of a quake.
Sittingin frontofthe
building,
at
"I knew this was a big one, but
up
looking
tion
the secduring
floor
wherehehadbeen
ond
there was still power and Iwanted
rememto continue my class," Read said.
earthquake
Kennedy
the
his
of
The departmenthead eventually
bered the frantic reactions
classmates.
evacuated Read's class.
Victoria Killhoped she was fol"In a panic, probably 15 or 20
people tried to fit under the same lowing the right procedures when
she huddled under the desks inher
doorway," Kennedysaid.
"A few people even tried to get classroom withother students.
under the desks which, Ithink,
"I was momentarilyhorrified to
maybe half of your head can fit think they [students] were dependunder. And a couple peoplejustsat ing onmy leadership about what to
do," Kill said.
and enjoyedthe ride"
Kill remembered she was supFaculty members, like Harriet
Stephenson,werenotquite familiar posed toinstructthe class tomeet at
with the evacuation plans as many Logan Field if there had been a
breakdown of infrastructure,butshe
could have hoped.
Stephenson, an instructor in the wasn't sure how severe the quake
Albers School ofBusiness said, "I was
Jackie Helfgott, Associate Prodo remember seeing the evacuation
plan. Iam more familiar with it fessor inthe Sociologyand Criminal justice department,remembers
12-17 seeing the evacuation plan, but
Sports
18 couldn't remember what to do eiASSU
ther.Her class ducked and covered
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immediately.

See Evacuation on page 4

Fiesta fun

The Filipino club performed traditional Filipino dances at the
BarrioFiesta,heldin theCampionBallroom lastSaturday. For the
full story, seepage 4.

News
Everywoman goes to Cuba in April:
2

a delegation of women activists ease U.S./Cuba tension
U-WEN LEE
Staff Reporter

will travel to the country and
helpfight oppressionandspeak
their minds about the United
Statesblockade toCuba,which
has been ineffect for the past
40 years. The blockade prevents goods being imported
from Cuba into the U.S., and
doesnotallow freedomoftravel
between citizens of the two

The Everywoman's Delegation
held a forum last Monday to enhance studentawareness of the statusofCuban womenandthe importance of being entitled to receiving
a just education.
Theone-hour forum, which took
place in the Schafer Auditorium in
theLemieux Library, raised issues
abouttheCubanrevolutionin 1959,
whichensured that women ofcolor
in Cuba would no longer be held
back in terms of education, social

countries.

One of those women going
onthis year's ventureis Victoria
Kill, Director of the Patricia
Wismer Women's Center on
the Seattle Universitycampus.
Killis alsoan adjunctprofessor
of the English Departmentand
the Women's Studies Program.
The trip will take place at the
end of next month,from April

status andracialbias.

Cindy Domingo, a women's activist for 25 years, led the discussion.Domingo isinvolved with the
Labor and Employment Law OfVictoria Kill,Director ofthe Women's 16-30.
fice in Seattle. She was accompa- Centerprepares herjourney
toCuba.
for
TyefollowedFidelCastro's
nied by Jan Strout,amember of the
Gossett,
Larry
League
Women's International
for
career for a very long time, and
Peace and Freedom.Domingo, inof
to
that's how my interest in the
highlight
The
the forum was
cidentally,is alsothe legislative aide talk about the delegation's trip to
womeninCuba started," Killsaid.
to King County Council member Cuba this year,in which 27 women
"I am a staunch supporter of

anti-racism, and Iwant to help the

Since the Cuban revolution in

social and economic status of Cuban women.Ido not want Cuba to
(revertto) the 19505, where it wasa
haven for the Mafia."
The select group of 27 women
going to Cuba isbased on a selection process which ensures that a
very diverse group will be represented. About a third are white,
some are Latino and the rest are
comprised of people from the AsiaPacific. Theagegroupranges from
as young as 19 to as oldas 75. This
will be the second time that the
Everywoman's Delegation will be

1959, educationhas now become a

going.

right for all,and as a result,literacy
rates in Cuba have increased to a
staggering 99 percent.It is no surprise then that women have benefitedthe most from therevolution,
as they were the ones who were not
allowed togo to school. Racial justice is also an issue that primarily
benefits womenofcolor,as they are
currently enjoying the same rights
as whites,and given the freedomof
expression. With the revolution,it
is now against the law to discriminateagainst anybody,regardless of
race,age,skincolororsocial status.
"Women in Cuba were basically
relegated to just tworoles in life,"

"Part ofour missionis toeducate
ourselves to be moreopen-minded.
We also strive to lift the blockade Strout argued.
"They were either a domestic
and spread the wordabouthow our
government is holding us back," worker for arich family, earning a
Domingo said.
small salary, and they were not al"TheUnited States forbids travel lowedaccess to education, withno
to Cuba.I
find this ironic given our guaranteeof a promising future,"
and freedom,"
democracy
belief in
Strout said.
See Cuba on pagefive

Housing: high enrollment makes single rooms a hot commodity
From page one

derwenta spacecrunch tohouse the have to live with one or twoextra
Vice-President of Student record number of new students. A roommates, as well as the other
Development. The office is totalof 94 freshmen experienced students on the floor whose lounge
expecting an overflow situation theoverflow situationandwere tem- is occupied by them," said Liz
similar to the one during last Fall porarily housed in floor lounges, Skofield,Directorof Campus Life.
For the 2001-2002 school year,
Quarter, according to numbered study rooms, Jesuit guest rooms
andconverted
cornerrooms.
the housing office is again expectprojections of incoming freshmen.
Prior to the current schoolyear,the
The motivationbehindthe cam- ing 650 new students to arrive at
officehad projected 650 freshmen paign to freeup living space is to SU Amoreaccurateprojectionwill
avoidanotheroverflowprob/em.
be made in late spring, when the
to arrive at SU.
Instead, thecampus received673
"The overflow has a negative office willhave abetter ideaofhow
freshmen, and residence halls un- impact for incomingstudents who manynew students willbe entering

said.
Theofficecombines theprojected
Durandacknowledgesthataninnumberof incoming freshmen and ability to guarantee single rooms
"guestimates"the actualnumberof may be disappointing to some SU
students that will live on-campus students,but he is adamant that the
by taking into account the average recourses being taken to free up
SU.

.

So Convenient!
ErinRobinson / photoeditor

SophomoresNatasha Khachatourians, left, and Stephanie Stine, right,
arrange their belongings with the available space in their room in
CampionHall.
number of students who either do spacehave to beemployed.Durand
not show upby fallor wholeave SU is intenton alleviating theoverflow

Located across the
street from the
S.U. Law School.

early in the quarter.
"It's a process kind of like
overbooking an airline," Skofield
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problem and on creating a better
living situation for incoming fresh-
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Lights out: SU responds to energy crisis
LISA THOMPSON
Staff Reporter
In an effort toease the electricity
crisis and savemoney,Seattle University is switchingoff lights around
campus.

serve electricity
main concern when making this
On Feb. 14, members of the SU decision. According to Fenn, the
administration. Hank Durand, SU group was not onlyconcerned with
VicePresidentofStudent Develop- students' physical safety, but also
ment, and AngelaRivieccio ASSU with the feeling of security that acPresidentofStudent Affairs, walked companies properlighting.
"We want the students to feel
around campus,andsurveyedbuild-

According toBob Fenn.Director ings withexterior lighting to deterof Facilities Administration, exte- mine wherethe school cancut back
rior lights that illuminate campus its electricity usage.
buildings,are being shut off toconSafety of the students was the

safe when they look

at

the build-

minate the Administration Building tower, theeast and westexterior
lights of the Garrand Building and
much ofthepathway lightingaround
campus. They also turned off the
canopy lights on the engineering

building, the St. Ignatius Chapel
lights, the bell tower lights and the

ings," Fenn said.

lawn lights.

The SU administration decided
to turn off those lights which illu-

For safety and security reasons,it
was decided that the lights illuminating the concrete pathways, the
fountain light in the Quad and the

lights in the stairwell between

Barman and the EngineeringBuilding would stay lit.
"Ithink it is good. Ieven noticed
when Iwas in the airport that they
turned of the major lights and I
think its good that we do it. Idon't
know why we don't do it all the

time," junior Anastasia DeFelice

said.
With utility ratesonthe rise,Fenn
suspects that the university will exceed theanticipated utilities budget
by $500,000 this year.
LIZ RANKOS / PHOTO EDITOR

Lightsfrom the Administration Buildingburn brightly. Bob Fenn, Director ofFacilities Operations,is working
on reducing the unecessary usage of lightingaroundcampus.

LIZ RANKOS/ PHOTO EDITOR

This type ofenergyconservation Lights thatilluminatestructureslike
the ChapelofSt.Ignatiusbell tower
See lights on page 5 willbe turnedoff toconserveenergy.

Housing: overcrowdingforcastedfor next Fcdl
From page 2

"Ourbeliefisthat there arestrong pus. Retention studies have said in activities, remain in school and
educational
reasons for keeping that students living in this environ- attain a high GPA," Skofield said.
"Itis unacceptableforstudents'first
sophomoreson-cam- ment are morelikely to beinvolved
freshmenand
While the likelihood of single
experience atSU to live inlounges,"
forjuniors and seniors in the
rooms
Durand said.
grim, singles may yet
appears
fa/1
A few weeks ago, Skofield
become available by next Winter
Durand, Judy Sharpe, Director of
is unacceptable for
Quarter.
Residential Services, Dennis
Crowded Viving and temporary
Ransmeier, Vice-President of FiEXPERIENCE AT SU TOLIVE IN
FIRST
caused by anoverflow usuhousing
Administration,
Kirn
nance and
off at the end of Fall
ally
tapers
Johnson,DirectorofFreshmenSucsome SU students
because
Quarter
cess and Lee Grooms, Interim Dieither graduate,
president
living
on-campus
of
hank durand,vice
rector ofResidential Living, met to
drop-out,leaveon-campushousing
discuss what action needed to be
Student Development
or leave for StudyAbroad programs.
taken to combat the expected new
overflow. Thegrouplooked primarily at whereSU was not maximizing its housing space, and finally
centered on the singles rooms and
the rooms occupied by SCCC and

"It

students'

LOUNGES."

AIS students.
The housing office hopes to let
students whowishtoapply forsingle
rooms know that their chances are
slim for getting one before they
leave after this SpringQuarter. The
office willsend out a flierthat will
explain the changesfor next year to

on-campusresidents' mailboxes.It
willalsoinclude a timeline of when
housing applications are due and
other important datesfor returning

students.
The idea of freeingup space by
dropping therequirement forfreshmen and sophomores to live oncampus wasput forthandultimately
rejected. During the last overflow,
sophomores weregiven the option
to waive their requirement to live
on-campus in the hopes of freeing
up extra rooms. Only 15 students
willinglyagreed to move off cam-

have typically remained on-campusdespite the second yearrequirement, which is only a couple years
old. Skofield also reinforced that
the goal of the two-year living requirement is to give a student the
most productive academic experience possible.

dorms.Each ofthese cases eventually frees updoublerooms for extra
freshmen to move into.
SU willhave to find more space
\n vV\e coming,years as vV\eiwirrtocr
of incoming freshmen steadily in-

creases.Durandthinks thatthenumberofincomingfreshman will keep
rising.
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SECURITT REPORT
AUSTINBURTON

adisturbance onthe firstfloorofthe

Staff Reporter

2-3-01
At 7:45 p.m., Campus Public
Safetyrespondedtoafirealarmthat
was tripped in the basement of
Bellarmine Hall.
What CPS found was 30 or so
people having a birthday party. A
cake withseveralcandles set off the
alarm.

11th and E. Cherry garage. CPS
arrived to find a womanand man,
neitherofthem campuscommunity
members, in a loud argument.
Thewomanhada cutonher hand,
which resulted after she threw a
bottleof perfumethrough theman's
car window and attempted to retrieveitamidst the shattered glass.
The woman was treated and arrestedbySPD for propertydamage,
andher boyfriendwasarrested for a
previous outstanding warrant.

Drama

Teen Party USR

How old are you?
Friday:

Saturday: 2-24-01

Saturday: 2-24-01

Anunidentified woman reported

CPS responded to a report of a

Aftershocks?
possible alcohol violation in CampionHall around 1:30 a.m.
What they found were sevenmi- Wednesday: 2-28-01
A Campion Hallresident awoke
nors with three six-packs.
Thealcohol wasdisposed of,and at 3:15 p.m. to find some kind of
the incident was forwarded to the liquid beingpoured onto an open
student conduct system.
window inher room.Soon after,an
unknown object struck the same
window, breaking the pane. This
The ayony of defeat
came justfour hours after an earthMonday: 2-26-01
quake. No connection has been
After an hour and ahalf of play- made between the twooccurrences.
ing soccer, a campus community
member returned to the astrogym Possessions are fleetiny
and found that the wallet that was
Friday: 3-2-01
inside of her coat was missing.
Items reportedmissing included
A campus resident reported that
a credit cardand $30.
his orher black Honda Accordhad
been stolen from the third level of

the 11thand E.Cherrygarage. The
victim said that he or she had last
seen the car just two hours prior.
SPD is investigating the theft.
It could'ue been the
Taco Bell
Sunday: 3-4-01

CPSreceived areportaround8:20
p.m. from the Connolly Center that
a woman was extremely sick.
SeattleFire Department and CPS
staff respondedanddeterminedthat
the woman, anon-campuscommunity member, was suffering a severe allergic reaction. The woman
was transported to a nearbyhospitals.

Evacuation: earthquake leaves campus dazed and
From page 1

manyearthquakes.Larsonimmedi-

She didnot know the specificsof he was to take his students to the
"In the excitement of things, I ately informed herclass what todo SU'spolicies, but her previous ex- intramuralfields. But,hisclass split
periencesledher toevacuateimme- upbefore hecould give any instruccouldn't forthelifeof meremember during the earthquake.
the earthquake policy though it
The sizeof the desks prevented diately.
tions.Some students ran out of the
building imseems tomeI'dreaditatone point," her class from
Helfgott said.
duckingand coy- ~^^^^^^~~
mediately,
Herclassexitedthe building after ering.
others ran into
"I worked in
the shaking stopped, yet she was
the Pigott
SOON AS THE EARTH STOPPED
Atrium, while
unsure whether this was the SouthernCaliforuniversity'spolicy. Helfgott thinks nia and in Utah
SHAKING THERE WERE PEOPLE THERE
he and the rest
the university shouldhaverefresh- before, and in
ofhis students
ers on such policies.
each university
TELLING US TO GET
ducked under
faculty
"The
and staff received there wereserious
their desks.
Patty Cabrido, freshman political

"AS

OUT."

anEarthquakeResponseGuide(that

wete>waWevipocVets\ze,during lV\e

Fall Quarter," Sletten explained.

"However, we are doing a second
classroom evacuation piece to sup-

precautionstaken

SCIENCE MAJOR

— rein-

because of earthquakes

forcing ledging

on the shelves in the labs, special
port the information sent out this double clamps for the gastanks, etc.
fall."
Theevacuation plans inthose instiStudent Anna Larson, is from tutions werepostedinthehallways,"
California and has experienced Larson said.

the class resumedandwas

Sletten agrees that the residence
hallsandMurphy apartmentsevacu-

evacuated al-

ated expediently.
"In total occupancy they probablyevacuated morepeoplequicker
than some of the other buildingson
campus," Sletton said.
The success of theresidence hall
evacuation couldbe due topractice.
The dorms are the only buildings

UnlikeLarson,David Carrithers, most an hour later.
a faculty member in the Albers
"In my judgment, a catastrophic
School of Business,was wellaware event would be one where the deof the SU policy.He explained that struction of property leaves people
had this been a catastrophic event, confused, possibly injured and dif-
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confused

ficult for our Safety and Security
force to count and identify,"
Carrithers said.
Carrithersbelieves thattheevacuation was a necessary measure.
However,theevacuationplan that
he received does not specify earthquakes.
Patty Cabrido,a freshmanpoliticalsciencemajor, was in the dorms
duringthe earthquake.
"As soon as the earth stopped
shaking, there were people there
Afterwards, tellingus to get out," she said.

required by law to rehearse fire
drills.
Earthquakedrills are not incorporated into this law. The people

directing the evacuation with such
immediacy were the life support
teams designated in the dorms for
such events.
According to Sletten, although
earthquake drills are not performed
in other buildings, the campusmay
decide to implement them if such
policy seems fit.
SUcommunity memberslearned
a lot fromlast Wednesday's earthquake, and already Sletten has begun to focus on SU's weaknesses
and strengths.

Sletten explains that there is a
new disaster response plan, currently in its editing stage.
"We have been able todevelop a
Campus Emergency Operations
Center Team and complete an initial drill," Sletton said. "However,
with what SUhas done,it is quite a
bit more than other campuses in the
Northwest Region and at the same
time wehave alot more to do."
Sletten wants SU community
members to offer suggestions for
the CEOCT.
Ideas regarding thisissue can be
sent to sletten@seattleu.edu or

CampusSecurity at(206) 296-5990.

News

Student Cabinet in beginning stages
Group hopes to unite student groups on campus
LISA THOMPSON
Staff Reporter

vidually haverepresentativesto the
Cabinet.

Thecurrent organizationsrepreA Student Cabinet has been set sentedareKSUB,ASSU, TheSpecup inorder to givemore support to tator, Residential Hall Council
student organizationson campus.
(RHA), African Hispanic Asian
The new Cabinet, the brainchild Pacific Islander Native American
ofASSUPresident VirgilDomaoan, Council (AHANA Council), Uniis made up of representatives from
various student organizations. The
goal is to bring these groups together to share ideas andresources
inan attempt to make eachgroup a
greater asset to the student body.
The groupbegan earlier in Winter Quarter, and has spent the last
few weeks creating amission statement and laying the framework for
future Cabinet work.
According to the Cabinet's mission statement, the organizations
representedare those which have a
high percentageofstudentinvolvement and are not represented by a
higher governing body.
For example, clubs are represented by ASSU, so theydon't indi-

Currently, the Cabinet is working on building a website which
willpostinformationabout theCabinet and have links to its member
organizations. There will also be a
As a member organization of about groups on campus that
calendar of school events posted,
making it easier forstudents toknow I the newly formed Student Cabi- touch mostof thestudents*lives.
We would be doing a disserwhat is going on around campus. j net, the editors of The Spectator
The site willbe a one-stopplace for
wish to clarify the newspaper's vice to the students if wechose
not to take this opportunity to
students to get information about , role in the group.
Ourfirst priority isjournalistic improve student life on campus.
events,activities andorganizations
integrity, and we wereunsure at
on campus.
Rest assured that our primary
Domoaonbelieves thiswillmake I first if we should be a part of goal is to bringcampus newsand
it easier for students to participate, I another group, at the risk of ere features to theSeattleUniversity
■community.
and allow clubs to better plan their I ating aconflict of interest.
However,
speaking
events.
after
with
The newspaper's representaother
of
the
Cabinet
tive
will not writearticles oredimembers
i
The website is expectedto be up |
i
Spring
discussing
after
Break.
I and
the mission and torials about the group,and will
goals
group,
of
the
it was clear iact as aliasonbetweenthe paper
TheCabinet willalso e-mailbul- I
students,
Spectator
letting
to
that
The
should
be a iand the Cabinet.
letins SU
them
group.
part
of
this
Please contact us by e-mail at
going
know whatis
onaroundcamIt is a way for us to be in spectator® seattleu.edu withany
pus and what the Cabinet is doing.
Students will have the option of I contact with and stay informed < questions orconcerns.
unsubscribing to monthly newsletter. The first e-mailed newsletter
Spectator Editorial Board
will have the URL of the Cabinet

A note from The Spectator...

■

versity Sports, Campus Ministry,
Student Union Board of
Managers (SUBoM) and theInternational Student Center.
Each group will set its own
guildines for choosing a representative to the Cabinet.
TheCabinet is aresource for studentorganizations,giving themopportunities toshareinformationand
providinga way for theseleaders to
examine the goings-on at Seattle
University.
TheCabinet isalso an entity that
hopes to promote school spirit by
connecting the students to one another with better communication
and more information about what's
website.
going on.
SEAC,

.

.
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Truman Scholar Finalists Lights: SU conserves
From page 3

AMY BARANSKI
News Editor

fomia arenow preparing for extensiveinterviews that mayearn them
the Truman Scholarships.
Two Seattle University Juniors
Kirschke and Sanderl will comwerenamedTruman Scholarfinal- pete against the other 178 finalists
ists earlier this month.
named by the Truman Foundation
SpoHolly
from
for scholarships worth$30,000.
Juniors
Kirschke
kane and Matt Sanderl from Cali-

Theuniversity custodial staffand

willsave the school from $3,000 to security were also asked to turn off
$4,000 annually.
lights on campus when theyare not

help pay for graduate school that
prepares students for public serAlthough this amount doesn't being used.
vice.
make a huge difference in the exFenn said that they have already
Sanderl will go to SanFrancisco penditures, the wattage saved is seena bigdifference inenergy cononMar. 7 and Kirschke will fly to
sumption.
hefty.
Denver onMar.9 for thefinalinterThe exterior lights around camItisunclearhow longthe exterior
views.

pus are lit anywhere from10 to 14
hours a day and use at least 2.7
kilowatts to 36 kilowatts of elec-

The scholarshipsare intended to

lights around campus will stay

turned off.

However, the school is currently
developinga plan whichcould yield
tricity a night.
With these new conservation a 10 percent energy reduction on
measure in place,SU saves about campus.
treated to a screening of a short 86.1 kilowattsanight.
The plan may include things like
film, FromMaids to Companeras.
Not only has the school turned shutting down the Connolly Center
This documentary followed the tri- off lights around campus, but they an hour early,reducing pool temals and tribulations of two Cuban have also sent information outlin- peratureand turningtheheatincamwomen, telling their tale of how ing ways toconservepowertomem- pus buildingson later in the momthey suffered in the past but have bersof the SUcommunity, notably ing and off earlier in the evening.
nowenjoyedequality since therevo- the residence halls and the Arch"We want to see the value and
lution and are able to do the jobs bishop Thomas Murphy Apart- how it equates in the community
they want without feeling afraid.
ments.
before the community has to suffer," Fenn said.

Cuba: Everywomen delegation convenes
From page 2
she added.
"Cuba relies mainly on tourism
n order to thrive. We want to encourage tourism there and ask
people to support the goods and
services there," Kill said.

The Everywoman's Delegation
organizes several fund-raising

/l"hursday\^
L 3/8 J
Pardessus de
Uiole
A concert of therare

Frenchinstrument,ahybrid of the violin and
viol, designed for
womenof the 18th century will start at 8 p.m.
TheQueenAnne Christian Church located on
1316 3rd Aye. W., Seattle willhostthe event.
Studentadmissionis $8.
Strike
International
Women's Day work
strike. Protest the disparity in women's and
men's wages. Women
currentlymake onaverage around 75 percent
of whatmen make.

events throughout the year,and this
helps to supplement the costs of
traveling toCuba. Last year,a total
of $15,000 wasraised throughbenefits anddonations,and went a long
way to pay the costs of those who
cannot afford the entire amount.
Forthe 50peopleinattendanceat
the auditorium, they were also

Friday

3/9

Fringe Festival
It started yesterday.
There are 10 venues on
Capitol Hill offering
over 500 performances
in 10 days. Tickets are
$12. Student discounts
are available.
Among the ruins; ten
byKafka attheChamber
Theater, 915 E. Pine,
7:30 p.m.

/'Saturday^'^ Sunday k,f
3/11
\. 3/18

Jl

SU choir to sing
"ACelebration of SacredMusic,"at2:3op.m.
atSt. Joseph ChurchStudent admission is $6.
Call (206) 296-5372 for
more information.
Non-Uiolence
Workshop
"From Violence to
Wholeness," this workshop is open and free

from9:30 a.m. to 12:30
Book Reading
AuthorStewartO'Nan p.m. RSVP (206) 296reads from his recent 2570.
novel,EverydayPeople.
*Space is Limited*
at
p.m.
7:30
the Elliot
Bay Bookstore located
Sen Trade
inPioneer Square.
Join aforum forInternational Women's Day.
Starts at 10 a.m. in the
Casey Atrium.

Monday
3/12

X^ Tuesday fWednesday^
j!
3/13

\.

Lecture series
Last Day of
"Wagner and theRoClasses
Attend Mass at The
Time to start cram- manticCentury:TheLife
Chapel of St. Ignatius.
and Influence of RichThereare twoMasseson ming for finals.
ard Wagner," by Perry
Sunday, one at 11 a.m.
Lorenzo,
Herstory
JonathanDean
p.m.
at
and one 9
nominations due and special guestsin the
Whoa Nelly
Pick up nomination Wyckoff Auditorium at
Nelly Furtado per- form in the Women's 7 p.m. Suggested donaforms at the Showbox, Center,Loyola 106ore- tionof$5. Call206-676mealvkill@seattleu.edu. 5800 for more informaNominations are due by tion.
Shaggy
Performs at the Para- 5 p.m.
Taize
mount.
Book Reading
These services offer
Author Nicholas a quiet, contemplative
Christopher will read time to pray and reflect
fromms novel,A Trip to every Tuesday during
Calendar Iterns
the Stars, at Elliot Bay Lent from sto5:45 p.m.
If you'd like to see Bookstore starting at in the Bellarmine
your event listed on this 7:30 p.m.
Chapel. For more inforweekly calendar please
mation, call Campus
send information to
Ministry at: (206) 296newstips@seattleu.edu.
6075.

Mass

""""""""""""
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Poet Reads
Brooks Haxton, s
highlyregardedpoetand
professor at Syracuse
University, will read
from his recent book,
Fragments: The Collected Wisdom oj
Heraclitus at the Elliol
Bay Bookstore at 7:30
p.m.

Finals RIITIOSt
Done
The burdens of WinQuarter are almost
over check out the feature section forideas on
what to do for spring
break.
ter
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Editorial
Graduation
tickets increase
Graduation is one of the highlights of any college
student's academic career. Over the past few years,
SU students' biggest complaint aboutour commencement ceremony was the lack of available tickets for
friendsand family.Understandably, studentswanted
as many of their loved ones as possible to attend this
milestone of life, but were disappointed when they
recieved only five tickets to distribute among their
friends and family.
The problem was worsened by the expensive secondary market, where students who weren't attending commencement sold their tickets, sometimes for
hundreds of dollars.
But the administration has finally listened to the
student outcry. This year each student attending
graduation will recieve eight tickets apiece. This
change is due mainly to the separation of ceremonies
for graduate and undergraduate students, but it is
hoped that the voice of the student body was heard
and played a role in the decision.
If so, this increase in the number of tickets represents an important example of how student voices
over several years can finally yield a palpable change
in an administration policy. Students should not feel
that their other complaints are falling on deaf ears.
They should hope that constant pressure will bring
similar changes to other areas of student life.
Hopefully theincreasednumber of graduation tickets willallow students to enjoy graduation withfriends
and family more fully, as well as help put an end to
the expensivesecondary market.
TheSpectatorEditorial Board consists of Katie Ching, Amy
Jenniges and Jim Rennie. Signed commentaries reflect the
opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of

Spectator ,Seattle University

or its student

the

body.
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Worrying over natural
disasters is worthless
Jim

life. Sure, Icould put child locks
on all my cabinets, but what ifI
actually wanted to use them every
day? Yes,I
could cart around four
gallons of waterinthe trunk of my
car,but what if Iactually wanted
to use my trunk? In short, what if
Ijust wanted to live my life inlike
In the week after "The flashlights, batteries, crowbar, stead of running around
screaming,
sky
"the
ChickenLittle
portable
toiletand a handbook on
Northwest's Largest Earthquake
is
falling?"
first-aid,
among
psychological
in 50 Years," the TV news has
There is a fine linebetween bebeen unable to avert its ever- otheritems.The whole closethad
ing
a pessimist and being fatalisearthquake
taken
by
quake
over this
watchful eye from the
dam- been
tic,
a line which a lot of people
kit.
from
the
fireman's
swear,
Judging
if Ihear one more
age. I
to be crossing in the face of
exactly
a
seem
clothes,
highs
wasn't
he
story abouthow someone' chimearthquake. Standing
latest
devotee,
the
proband
thehomeowners
fashion
andcould
ney fell over
willhave tochoose between feed- ably afford to giveup the space. around outside the AdministraIn the trunk of his SUV was tion Building last week, many
ingtheirchildren orroastingchestnuts over an open fire, I'mgoing another earthquake kit, featuring people expressed concern about
several gallonsof waterand a first- going back inside, in case an afto be sick.
Good thingtheearthquake didn't aid setup, which took up about tershock hit. Well, maybe an afdestroy any TV newsrooms, or we half the trunk.Theoffice featured tershock will happen andmaybe it
wouldhave neverheard the end of yet another kit, although this one won't. Maybe the aftershock will

Rennie

Opinion Editor

took up only one drawer of his kill you and maybe it won't.But
The second-most popular story desk.The fireman evenhad a back- standing around worryingaboutit
of the week has been predictions pack full of earthquake supplies isn't doing youany good.
Will the Big One happen one
of the "Big One" and how much that he took alongon family vacaday?
Of course it will. I'm not
be,
damage
will
in tions.
worse the
it wouldn't be a good idea
saying
have
only
theory.Growingup in California,
Not
did he
the abovekits,
to
make
some preparations.
all
survival
"Big
Iheard about the
One" the mentioned numerous
Throwing
some bottled water,
in
the
house
was
everything
but
time. It wasa kindof natural bogeyman used to frighten small bolted downin thenameof safety. canned food and a flashlight in a
children: "let's practice our duck- The kitchen cabinets had child- closet is pretty low maintenance.
and-cover drills in case the Big locks on them to keep pots and But once these preparations start
One hits." Hearing all this "Big pans from flying out during an interfering with and taking over
One" talk on the news has been earthquake. The VCR was at- your life, it's time to stop.
There's a word for people who
like going home again.
tached to the TV with velcro to
spend
all of their time worryingif
Iwas flipping throughthechan- achieve the same effect.
natural
disasteriscoming to
During the pledge-break,KCTS some
nels lateMonday night, andcame
.nuts.
get
them:
Ray,
whocan condeacross an interesting (well, inter- host George
God is not going to come down
esting compared to the scend and actholier-than-thou betinjure or kill you with a natuand
TV,
anyone
else on
was
infomercials the other channels ter than
does,then feel
ral
disaster.IfGod
expert.
an
joined
by
earthquake
were showing) video on KCTS
a
took such a
deity
$80,
the
video
flattered
that
purchasing
for
After
for
(that's PBS
you uncultured
heathens). The program, titled viewers could ask a question of personal interest in your life to
smite you.
"Surviving the Big One," featured the expert. Iwas amazed at how
' personally
So use your head, prepare, but
a rotund, crew-cut-sporting Los manypeople were callingin.Ray s
Angeles fireman dispensing ad- scare-mongering was obviously make sure you remember to live
vice about earthquake prepared- makingKCTS a lot of money that yourlife too;it'stheonly one you've
ness

%/jt^

(Break

And this guy was serious about
being prepared. Stored in *he hall
closet wasenough food and water
for a familyoffour for three days,
tents, sleepingbags, first-aid kit.

night.
Among all of the scary predic-

got.

tions and admonishments to prepare, no one seemed willing to Jim Rennieisa seniormajoring
consider the effect that allof these in history. His e-mailaddressis
precautions would have on their renniej@seattleu.edu.
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getting ill the purpose of my 21st birthday?
Is
Amy

Tenniges
Managing Editor
Iturned 21-years-old last weekend. It was all I'd imagined, and

whenever Iwasn't looking. Carlo
started to taste potable.
Countless,glasses later, Iwas
then some.
Fivebars, eight friends,one club stumbling quite a bit, and Meghan
andsixfreedrinks later,I
felt a little announcedthatI
hadconsumed most
funny.Ifelt like Ihad just relived of the gallonjug of wine,satisfying
myfirst night of drinking, wayback her goal of corrupting the fledgling
inhighschool.
drinker.
It was my junior year before I
Isobered up on the way home,
scene
my
buckled to the party
at
and was passable by the time Iran
highschoolinMinnesota. My new into my mother at home. Idon't
boyfriendbroughtme tohis friend's know ifshe knew Ihadbeen drinkhouse forasoiree oneevening,and ing.If she did, at least sheknew I'd
introduced me to the crowd of un- had a safe ride home, so maybe she
didn't care.
familiar faces, all seniors.
His friends seemed nice. It was
Itumbled into bed, ending my
Tara's house, and her mom went first night of succumbing to typical
out of town for the weekend,leav- peerpressure.
Flash forwardalmostexactlyfour
ing behind akitchen full of alcohol
forus kids.Shawnwas inthe.kitchen years. I'm excited to see theinsides
mixingupdaquiris, and a fewother of places that wereforbidden aday
kids were just stumbling in from ago. Iwant to dance the night away
another run to thelocal liquor store, withfriends. I'mlookingforward to
courtesy of theirfake IDs.
tryinga few new drinks. ButI
really
Meghan,one of my boyfriend's don't want to get drunk to the point
closest friends, had heard that this of illness,as so many of my friends
was my first night drinking. She had on their 21st birthdays.
My friends haddifferent plans for
felt it washerduty to take meunder
me,
wing.
however.Iwas givenmanypep
her
"It's my goal to get you drunk, talks the week before the bignight.
darling," she said, handing me a
wine glass. She seemed nice

enough, and Ididn't think wine
could domuch to me. Plus, I
had a

OnefriendsaidI
had to gethorribly
drunk, as a rite of passage.My best
friend advised that this was the one
time Icould legitimately drink to
the point of needing to be carried
home, and he advocated that Itake
full advantage of that opportunity.

night a little apprehensive. Iper- how to do a shot all at once, but
sonally wanted to remember the people weren't going to be satisevening's events the next morning, fieduntil they sawme slamit back.
and wanted to enjoy my friends' Noone seemed content toletme do
company. Ihoped they would all thingsat my ownpace. Now Iwas
forget the drink-til-you-drop phi- justannoyed.Drinking togetdrunk
losophy once they had a few them- has never been a hobby of mine,
selves.
but that seemed the direction the
evening was headed.
Fat chance
Luckily, the fourth bar was low
At the first bar,I
wasthe onlyone
drinking, due to highprices.It was key,and we sat outside in the back
understandable thattheother people for nearly an hour. That should
with me were hurrying me along have allowed me time to sip my
through my Sidecar, so we could Alabama Slammer, but Istill
move to the next establishment.
counted half a dozen times that
It was even understandable that people told me to hurry up on my
people rushed me throughmy Pina drink.
Colada, at the secondbar because a
At the fifth bar, most ofmy comstrange woman was trying to play panions were sufficiently intoxicated, and probably would have
with our ears.
bar,
hoped
But at the third
I
we forgotten their goals of getting me
I
could slow downalittle. got afree wastedif Ihad shut up. Iwas the
birthday shot from the bartender, idiot who mentioned that Iwasn't
and brought it back to our table, really feeling anything. Now my
taking a chance to absorb my sur- friends had a renewed mission to
roundings before chugging the lay- make sure Iwas drunk before we
ered concoction.
went dancing.
They got their wish.On the twoWithin secondsof settingmy full
shotglass on the table, people were block walk to the clubfrom thelast
telling me how to drink it.Iknow bar, most of the drinks kicked in.
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much. I
didn't get sick,and my mild
headache in the morning was probably due to the loud dance music.I
had fun with friends that Idon't
hangout withveryoften,buthope to
in the future.
The pressure to drink got old

quickly though.It feltlike a remnant
of high school, which was the last
thingIwanted to thinkabout on my
birthday.I
hope proddingpeople to
drink doesn't become my next new
habit, after choosing restaurants
based on their drink offerings.
So, to the students ofSeattle Uni—
versity if anyone catches me in
thebars,eggingsomeone on todrink,
please kick me. I'llbuy you a drink
inreturn.

AmyJennigesisajuniormajoring
in communication. Her e-mail
address

is

jenniga ©seattleu. edu.

What dies and what lives
on in someone's name?

safe ride home, and curfew was
only a few hours away. How bad
could things get in a few hours?
had to promise
Afterthe firstbitterglass ofCarlo Other friends said I
Rossi, Istopped noticing that to get smashed, or it would be borIstoodin my deadgrandmother's
Meghan was following me around ing for them to come along.
kitchen
last weekend washing
birthday
on
So,
my
Istarted out
with the jugand refilling the glass
counter tops and small trinkets that
would appeal to no one except for
TELEPHONE :
my "Nana" whohadpassed away.I
washedafigurine Virgin Mary and
Newsroom:
,.0.^3
a
black cat gravy boat.Ihadnever
(206) 296~6470
asked why mygrandmother owned
Assignment Desk:
clyf -/^fc^tk.
somuch cat paraphernalia because
(206)296-6471
//gSR a
as far as Icould tell my grandAdvertising:
(wSh&M
mother had no use for the retched
(206) 296-6474
beasts.
Fax :(206) 296-6477
This was the morning of her estatesale and women,rather wrinkled
"Jk
Address:
and flamboyant,passedthrough the
kitchen as Icleaned. Their dark
THESPECTATOR
chocolate skin falling softly off of
Seattle University
their facial-bones made me wish
that Icould identify the women
Seattle, WA 98122
whomI
hadknown 10 years before.
However, Icouldn't, so in fear of
not recognizing an acquaintance
to contact
fromwhen Iwaseight,Ihidamongst
the ammonia and dish soap.
I
realized there wasa figure standingbehind me. As Iturned,Ia saw
>
short woman in her seventies starWorld Wide web :
ing as though she had seena ghost.
When she realized that my eyes
\sP|
were wandering along her beige
/ http://www.seattleu.edu/student/spec/
suit and matching hat, she opened
hermouth and the most unexpected
words appeared before me. "I just
:
E-MAIL
had to see this kitchen. All those
years that Iknew Alpha, I'd never
spectator@seattleu.edu
/
seen her kitchen."
bf
Istood trying to think of some
newstips@seattleu.edu
response to give this woman, but I
adinfo@seattleu.edu
didn't matter to her.The onlything

\\QIW^

andI
probably couldn'thave walked
astraight line onto the dance floor if
you' paidme.
Imnot complaining. I
had agreat
night, and Iwouldn't have changed

Jamila
TOHNSON
Spectator Columnist
that mattered was that she was finally in the kitchen, and there were
canned goods from the food bank
and plaincabinets.
When Ireturned home the
woman's intentions did not seem
as pure. Mygrandmother had kept
a very presentable living room
crammed withmarble tables,decorative pillows and a Victorian
loveseat. She had a grandfather
clock and three foot lampshades.It
had always seemedodd that there
had never been a television in her
living room.It was the only room
in which noone truly lived.It was
dusted and entertained in,but no
living really took place. The room
alwaysseemeddarkdue to themassivecurtainsthatkept alllightfrom
the furniture. This was the image
she had always tried to portray to
people who werenot herclosest of
friends. It was not proper to bring
suchpeople into one'skitchen.The
living room had been her calling

much different.
1cannot seem to rememberif the
short woman in the beige hat had

boughtanything.Had shecome only
to see the kitchen, orhad she come
to buy itemslikethose in the living
room? She must have been disappointedto findcrock-pots,wigs and
a cat gravy boat on the sale tables.
Shemust havebeendisappointed to

see the difference between the
kitchen and the livingroom. What
would mygrandmother think? Can
she, beingdead,have the right to be

brought into consideration on matters of pride? Does pride and properness die with flesh?
Imight havebeen able to let the
image dissolve in my mind, but
woman after woman look at the
kitchen and me as complete strangers. These women were much like
ghosts. In and out, seeing only the
past,and possibly purchasinga figurinefor theirdressers,but theycame
through the backdoor insteadof the
front.
Thena real stranger, whohad not

knownmy grandmotherapproached
the house and stood admiring the
light and tiles in the kitchen. She
spoke softly to herself about the
charmof thiskitchen,andshe turned
aroundbefore ever seeing the living

others, like when she died, where
she had none. Would she have felt

room
Iadmit Ididn't always understand my grandmother. However,
afterI
have grownold,after my skin
starts tohang off of my face-bones,
andafter Idie,Ihope that someone
will connect with me still.Even if
thatconnection lies insomethingas
frivolous as a living room.

that the people walking through
her kitchenhad invaded this properness? If the women had come
during a year whenshehadmoney,
thekitchen wouldnot have looked

Jamila Johnson is a freshman
majoringin communication. Her
is
e-mail
address
tchippie23@hotmail.com.

card.

To think, after all these years,
and in each different house, my
grandmother maintained her
thoughtsofproperness.Therewere
years when she had money and
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Callingraphy
SA.A.M proves the— envurance and versatilityofChinese
the
More
considered
have
NICOLE GYULAY
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Althoughmanypeople appreciateChinesecalligraphy foritscomplexity andrelation to the history
of Chinese culture, not as many
think of it as an art form. But

Seattle Asian Art Museum's
(SAAM) current exhibit, "The
EmbodiedImage:Chinese Calligraphy from the John B. Elliott
Collection,"provesunequivocally
that it is.
English handwriting,even Englishcalligraphy, is onlya wayof
communicatingwhateverthecharacterssignify. The shapeand form
of thecharacters themselves communicate no additional message.
Chinesecalligraphy,however,has
many different styles and forms,
all of which communicate or intensify the messageof the writing
beyond the direct meaningsof the
characters. According to a pamphletprovided by SAAM, calligraphy is "the most venerated art

more than painting, sculpture or architecture. Itis
perceivedas charged withpower to
embody theforces of nature,mirror
dynastic andcosmologicalharmony
and promote socialand ideological
values."
Chinese calligraphy allows the
writer toexpresshim orherselfina
waythat mostother typesof writing
cannot. An official governmental
order might be written withstrong,
uniform and block-like strokes to
denote authority and importance. A
dramatic storymight be written with
wispy, varied or hurried-looking
strokes to communicate the emotional turbulence of the tale. Any
piece of writingcanbe enhancedby
the writer's calligraphic skill, adding richness to the work in a way
that a typewriter never could.
SAAM's exhibit showcases a
wide range of calligraphic works,
showing the various uses of the six
different script styles and how they
developed throughout history. The
exhibit not only has artistic value,
form in China

to

but also teaches visitors
a lot about Chinese history,politics andculture.
The worksincluded show
how writers could gain
artistic distinction simply by writing everyday
documents withadistinctivestyle.Italsoexplains
the educational and socioeconomic stratification in China. For example,theexhibit shows
the writing of one of the
only women toever gain
distinction as a calligrapher, Empress Yang of
the Southern Sung Dy-

magical powers that
would cleanse the
pillar's creator of his
sins.Anotherinterestingpiece wasthe "Examination Garment."
From the Ch'ing dynasty, the garment was
worn under the jackets of candidates for
governmental offices
when they went forthe
imperial examination.
On it was written 722
examination style essays,comprising more
than 500,000 characters, each about the
nasty.
size
of a fruit fly. The
The exhibit also inwere writcharacters
cludes various artifacts
ink, with
in
black
ten
calligraphy.
related to
beginning
of each
center
the
The picture in the
PHOTO COURTESYOF
essay
highlighted
SEATTLE
ASIANART
in
of
of this article is
a
MUSEUM red. This may have
inscribed
pillar
Dharani
"
with Buddhas and the 'Usnisa- been a sort of cheat sheet, but the
vijayaDharani" sutra (datecdaround characters aresosmall that it would
878). Pillars such as this ome were be virtuallyi impossible to use it

inconspicuously.
likely,
garment was probably thought to
impart knowledge to the wearer
merelythrough the act ofhimwearing it.Thereal puzzle,however,is
how anyone could write so many
minute characters it must have
been a supreme test of patience.
It maysoundalittledry to spend
time looking at abunch of characters,but SAAM's presentation of
the worksanddescriptions of their
meanings are excellent, and increase the visitor's enjoyment of
the exhibit considerably. If you
visit the museum with an open
mind and, yes,evenan open heart,
you will find that even something
so simple as calligraphy can be
touching. Looking at many of the
more artistic worksin this exhibit,
one can see the artist's passions
his turmoil and hisexaltation. It is
surprising how Chinese calligraphy isso simple and so complex at
thesametime how thesamecharacter can be coldly purposeful or
startlingly passionate.
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The Mexican causes headaches instead of heartaches
MELISSA HOYOS
Staff Reporter
The Mexicanexplains the quirky
andbizarre events Jerry (BradPitt)
and his girlfriend Sam (Julia Roberts) must go through, all for the
sake of a precious antique gun.
However, Roberts' fans must be

forewarned that this movie is nothing likeher feel-goodcomedies that
leave the audience wanting more.
Although Pitt pulls off his goofy
character, humorous numbers between himandRoberts prettymuch
don't exist, since they spend little
time with each other on camera.
The story starts out with Sam

wanting to leave Los Angeles and cursed) from abar in a remotetown
move to Las Vegas with Jerry to in Mexico.
While Jerry is off on this wild
start a better life. However,before
thismixed upcouplecanmake their goose chase, Sam decides to leave
way out of town, Jerry must com- for Las Vegas without him. Yet,
plete one last assignment for his before she can even reach Vegas,
Los Angelescrime boss. His unfor- Leroy (James Gandolfini), who is
tunate taskis toretrieve a gun called alsoafter the pistol, takes Samhosthe Mexican (which is said to be tage. What is awkward about this

i^Wßr I Mexican

i

IByWIn Dr

I

*

B

♥Fly

r

♥

■

Arthur L Fisher

across the border!

1

hostage ordealis thatSam eventually befriendsLeroy, and they con- and Jerry srelationship. Those who
fide in each other about their love are looking forward to seeingRoberts and Pitt portray a lovingcouple
problems.
The plot really starts to develop might as well keep waiting. Be
into a love storybecause Sam can- prepared to watch the mega-stars
nothelpbutadmit to herselfthat she duke it out for awhile.
The real on-screen chemistry in
adores Jerry despite their troubles.
However, thereneeded to be more The Mexican is between Roberts
moments betweenPitt and Roberts and Gandolfini, who present the
inorder to give themovie a senseof audience with the actual moral of
direction. It seems as though the the movie, which is unconditional
director, Gore Verbinski, isn'tsure love. If it werenot for thiswonderwhether to focus the bulk of the ful duo, the film wouldhavebeen a
theme aroundthe couple'srelation- pointless commercial with A-list
actors.
ship or the gun.
a
role
obviously
chose
Thebottom lineis that TheMexiRoberts
can
is not like a dark comedy or
have
better
accommothat would
story that allows the audience
Jolie
love
Angelina
like
dated actresses
to
Thurman.
It
is
not
sit
back and relax.
Uma
that
or
Instead of beingexciting withall
Roberts herself isn't versatile, but
her whiny and temperamentalchar- its twists and turns, the movie will
acter throughout the film is almost onlybring the viewer boredom or

intolerable.

Experience the spirit ofa very different 1
culture in the masterworks ofMexican «

I
E

♥Mostly short books,

some longones,

allin English translation
(o en espaflol, siustedquiere).

Learn everything you need to know about
traveling to Europe on a budget.
Our free seminar covers:

i
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393-01 (05403)
t ENGL 393-01 (05522)/HUMT
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an awful headache.
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■

When Roberts and Pitt finally
share somescenes together,the plot
begins to thicken, and one cannot
besure what willhappennext. Nevertheless, the audience will have to
be content with the mediocreaction
andlittlehumor that the filmhas to
offer.
One should not expect too much
regards toSam
fromthe storylinein
'

"

"
"
What You
Discount Airfares How to Get Around Budget Accommodations
"
"
"
Need to Know Before You Go Trip Planning Tours Travel Safety

Enter to win a trip to Europe
Other giveaways include: rail passes, travel gear and more
Details:

Pigott Hall- Room 102
Apr 04 4:30p 6:30p
Call to sign up 206-632-2448 or 206-329-4567

- -

4311 University Way NE or 424 Broadway Aye. East
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X-Files spin-off snows promise: Lone Gunmen light tor truth,justice and the American wav
SEAN REID
StaffReporter
Ardent fans of The X-Files will
undoubtedly recognize the Lone
—
Gunmen the trio of hacker geeks
whohaveoccasionally guest-starred
on the show to provide Agents
Mulderand Scully withhelpintheir
journeys of the unexplained.Upon
their first appearance in 1994, the
conspiracy-chasinggroupimmediately gaineda cult followingon the
Internet,and havesince come to be
'
among The X-Files most popular
characters.
Now,creator Chris Carter, along
withfellow X-Files producers,has
workedthecharacters intotheirown
low, The Lone Gunmen. At the
me whennetworks churn outmideason replacements for their caneled fall shows. Foxis promoting
Gunmen heavily,banking that the

X-Filesspin-off willsucceed where
other Carter iterations {Millennium
and Harsh Realm) have failed.
The networkplans toair six episodes of the show in the coming
weeksin thecushy X-Filestime slot
on Sunday at 9 p.m.,and then plans
to moveit to its final slot onFridays
at 9 p.m.
Whether thatspot willcome tobe
the show's future home or final
resting place depends on whether
Gunmen can deliver in the coming

ing. Some of the pratfall jokes,
likeFrohike falling downin the
mudor slipping ona carpet, are
forced and unfunny.
It isalso going to take a few
more inventive stories to make
the group of tech-savvy geeks
more like sleuths and less like
doofuses who just end up getting lucky whenit comes to exposing an evil plot by whatever
secret government agency. Itis
hard to identify and root forthe

publishes a weekly conspiracy
rag called The Lone Gunman,
but its credibility is more National Enquirer than New York
Times (oneheadline in the pre-

mierereads"Teletubbies =Mind
control !")"
Gunmen isunlike TheX-Files

andits other-worldlystory lines,
as itsplots onlyexplorethecloak
and dagger workings of the everyday world.
X-Files fans will have to do

latter.
without aliens, werewolves and
like,
The first episodealso presents
but it is this that gives
The show centers on three con- the
mysterious
recurring characa
spiracy nuts, Frohike (Tom the show its ownlook and feel.
ter,
in
the
Yves
Adele Harlow
presented
Braidwood), Langley (Dean The situations
an am(Zuleikha
Robinson),
show
appropriate
are
forthecharHaglund) and Byers (Bruce
supermodel
hackerwith
biguous
to
acters.
expose
Harwood), who strive
looks, whose name is an anaTheseguys are notFBI agents
cover-ups that reside in the corpogram for Lee Harvey Oswald. It
rate and government worlds, and exploring dark places with a
whetherYvesis friend
in
one
isunclear
gun
flashlight
the
American
hand
anda
which threaten
The Lone Gunmen from left to right:
'
people.
in theother.They rehackersand Frohike(Braidwood), Byers (Harwood) or foe, but the performance by
—
newcomer Robinson leaves a
Tobroadcast the truth, the group half-wits sometimes socially and Langly(Haglund).
strikingimpression.
inept,butbrave enoughto sneak
trademark,
Foxis advertising TheLoneGunkeeping
into buildings and steal the com- sticks by this
puter chips that may very well be his three characters full of wit and men incommercials as "your favorrecordingyour every move.
sarcasm whilealso having them hu- itecharacters from the X-Files,stepA wise trait that The Lone Gun- morously bumble through their in- ping out onto theirown"
From the outset, Gunmenhas the
is Edgar Martinez, keeps the cus- men adheresto is humor. When on vestigations.
to make the leap, but itis
premiere
episode
potential
X-Files,
The
that aired
theLoneGunmenusutomers interested. Sport fans The
a
to
take
a few more solidepipast
inject
Sunday
going
this
exhibits show
shouldn't get too excited though; ally acted as a comic relief to
seen ifithas
into
with
but
one
consodesbefore
itcanbe
lighthearted
dynamic
promise,
that also
Martinez doesn't hang out there a more
remedystrength
standing.
the
to
stay
In
tains
a
few
kinks
that
need
spin-off,
the
Carter
much, so don't bring your bat to the show.
dinner in hopes of an autograph.
If you like to watch your food
beingprepared, then ask for oneof
.
the booths aligning the wallfor a
perfect view. From there you can
take in the bar's social scene, the
constant activity of the kitchenand
month.

Try these great restaurants!
ALIXANDREA HERNANDEZ

StaffReporter

If you're inthemood for a quiet
place tostudyorarestaurant toget
away from the headache of it all,
then afewhours at the HoneyBear
Bakery or a succulent dinner at
Fandango could do the trick.
The HoneyBear Bakery can be
found at the base of the wooden
staircase inside the Elliott Bay
Bookstore. The library-like mood

is an instant attraction; tall bookshelves create numerous corners
wherestudents canbefound studying whilesipping coffee.Formerly
known as the Elliott Bay Cafe, it

has been taken over by the Honey
Bear Bakery, which is making a
slow transition towardbetter food
and service. The menu includes
quiche, vegetarian chili, soups,
sandwiches and salads. The relaxedstaffconjuresupa greatlatte,
and thecasual atmosphere and locationis hard to beat.
Another greatplace to getabite
Fandango,
is
located on First Avenue indowntown Seattle. As soon
as you step into this colorful restaurant, a huge open kitchen
catches youreye.Thekitchen, and
the fact thatone of the 27investors

the formal dining area.The dining

area offers teacup-shaped seating

alongthefavored windows that capture an urban view of Highway 99
with Elliott Bay twinkling in the
background.

The menuincludes dishesthat go
beyondMexican-for-the-masses;it
heads south to Central and South
America,andaims for inspired authenticity rather thancross-cultural
confusion. The flavors of Brazil,
Colombia,Peruand Argentinacome
together in splendid dishes.
Are books and papers weighing
you down? Get out of your home
and study in a comfy corner at the
Honey Bear Bakery where the staff
can pamper you with hot coffee.
When finals are over, treatyourself
to a dinner that you will not feel
guilty about later.
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Summer Session 2001
We invite you to exploreour web site at

www.wwu.edu/~summer
Visit frequently for new course listings.

-

Session Dates
Six ~k)eeJt Session:
June 26-August 3
OCine- (2)ee£ Session:
June 26-August 24
Short courses are available throughout
Summer Session.

-^
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'Sanfen "Klein I
Set&ecf
I
Director, Liberal Studies
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Meet our foremothers

—

leaders, activists, the silenced

Discover our sisters of today
saints, sinners, sirens

—

Learn why so many women are
single and poor

♥

Explore our obsession with
plastic beauty

♥

See how women have changed
America

HUMT 193-02 (Ref. # 05405) TTh, 1:15-3:20
Elective or Women's Studies Minor Credits

summer.session@wwu.edu

(360)650-2841
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Spring Break is here!

Get out of town.
Spring break is about a week away, and
students all over campus are gettingTeady to
By th^time off.Plans arebeinjj finalized,

gjjjd

Seal

Im^iversity studenjp

from -Spokane to Belize.
Somestudentsare-leavingtheSeattlescene
for ;i chance I get away and relax with
friends and family. Other students are using
this break from classes as a chance to work
more hours and make some extra money.

kgram,

) day trek to Belize leaves on Mar.
16. Once there, the students willbe able to
visit Mayan ruins and go snorkeling off the
Cayes during their first few days. In past
iticipants also indulged in shark
s country's clear, offshore
« the travel costs to Belize can
budget of many students, the programisfinanced throughfundraisers that the
groupholds throughout the year.
South America
South America's relatively close proximity to Seattle makes ita popular destination
for those who want to travelabroad without
spending a lot of money. Seniors Mary
Hoeller,Maria Renteria and Melissa Davis
will be spending their week in the smalt,
coastal city of Puerto Viarta, Mexico.
"Wewanted togo somewhere warm where
wecould get atan," recalled Hoeller,a native
of Hawaii."Mexico'sthe place to do that!"

from

Moun
TheG
andm

Cascade Mountain peaks soar above the
titnberline in the Gifford Pinchot National
Forest.Hikerscanencounter alpinecreatures
such as mountaingoats in such terrain.

are going

One groupofSU studentsisdevoting their
time off to an outreach program that helps
disadvantaged people in Belize. The prosponsored by Campus Ministry, al»
lows students to work hands-on in a balmy,
tropical locale while aj, ihe same time workingtowarda greatergood. Thegroup'sschediledoutreachacin'ities rangefrom helpingto
prepare and distribute food in soup kitchens
to tutoring children in elementary schools.
Jimmy McCaithut,a seniorliberal studies
'
major, is a student leader for the outreach
program. I ins will be the second time that
;Carttiui spends his springbreak inBelize.
"Its not commercial," McCarthur said. "1
justenjoyhangingout withfolks ina family

NW n

TimTrosper,a senior criminal justice major, willbeheadingback home to Olympia to
visit friends and family before going off to
SanJose, California. He got agreat deal on a
plane ticket from Alaska Airlines for $130
and willavoid lodging costs bystaying with
friends while inSan Jose.
"I am looking forward to sunshine and
relaxation,"Trosper said.
For the many students who don't hold
permanent residence in Washington, spring
break's weeklong intermission provides a
much needed opportunity to return home.
Chicago
Bradley Takaki,a sophomore psychology
major, will be headed away from the sunshine andtowards the windycity of Chicago.
She transferred sixmonths ago from Illinois
and is excited to be going home to visit
friends and family.
"Chicago is a little more lively than Seattle," Takaki said.
Takaki also received a great deal on her
airfare by going through cheaptickets.com.
She purchasedher round trip ticket last week
for $3 12, and it's even a direct flight.
RoadTrips
Road trips are an ever-popular option for
students who don't have a lot of money to
spend on plane tickets.
Christian Pimentel, a junior psychology
major, willbeheadingdown throughOregon
andCalifornia witha group of friends forthe
break.
"First we're going to Portland and then
heading down the California coast to San
Francisco, San Jose and Los Angeles,"
Di

..,,...|
jl

|

nrtl A
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The sun sets, andMt.Adams majestically rests

Phnentel and his group of friends will be
sharing the cost of gas and staying with
friends and family throughout their trip. By
avoiding plane fare and lodging costs,
Pimentel expects to spend under $100 in
expenses plus spending money.
"The goal is tobe intoxicatedfor theentire

trip, except for the driver,"Pimentel joked.
Another way to slash the prices for traveling long distances is split it by flying and
driving.

Michael Divina,a junior computer science
major, will be flying to Los Angeles and

meeting friends. Divina then plans to drive
withhisfriends to San Diego and Las Vegas.
Healsoreceived a great deal onhisplanefare
throughcheaptickets.com.
Emily Whiting, a freshman diagnostic ul-

trasound major, is also taking a flying/road
trip to visitfriends atotheruniversitiesaround
the Washington area. She will be flying to
Spokane where her family lives, and men
driving to Cannon Beach and Bellingham.
While some students willbeheaded outof
theSeattle area,others willbehaving visitors
flown in. Adebola Okuribido,a sophomore
computerscience major, willbehavingfriends
from all over the country visiting him.
"My friends are coming from Colorado,
Virginia and Houston, Texas," Okuribido

Features
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Stuck in Seattle for Spring Break? Take a hike!
For those whochooseto remain in Seattle, there are still many things to do bothin and
out of the city. For those of you not from the greater NW, spring breakis an excellent
opportunity to learn anddiscover its natural beauty.
Hiking may seem intimidating to those of you who havenever set foot on a trail.Have
no fear. Here are some tips to help you get out of your residencesandinto the flora and
fauna-filled landscapesof Washington State.

*|

Some

reminders:
"

The trails you hike are already blazed, so stick to the path.
Creating new trails or cutting
switchbacks damages plants and animals' homes. Hike in a single file line
in the center of the trail.

LittleSi

i\W trails

provideamazing aipine views sucn as mis one

from the Goat Rocks Wilderness located in the Cascade
Mountain RangeinCentralandSouthwestern Washington.
The CliffordPinchotNational Forestis home to GoatRocks
andmany trails for advancedhikers.

Novicehikers should tackle Little Si,Mount Si's counterpart. Little Si is a 1,576 ft.climb. You willclimb 700 ft.
in the first part ofthe trail. Although this may seemmeager
to veteranhikers, it's a great way to start and stay in shape.
Little Si iseasily accessible to city folk sinceitislocated
near the city. To get there, take Interstate90 to theNorth
Bendexit. Headleft into town. Take a right on NorthBend
Way and drive to the Mount Si Road. Turn left and cross
the bridge overSnoqualmie River. Park in the designated
lot.
To get to the trailhead, walk about one-quarter mile
along 434th Street. Lookfor the sign on the right. Beware
that thisisaresidential neighborhood,andthe localsdon't
like dense foot traffic and noisy hikers.
Make sure to wear warm clothing. The summit isbare
andwillleave you exposed to the windandotherelements.
Also,be wearyof steepcliffs.If the trail is wetit can be
slippery and dangerous if you're not paying attention.
Since Little Si is a popular trail during the winter and
early spring, you will probably encounter many other

Ifyou arecampingovernight,
legal
siteandleave it inbetter
choose a
condition than youfoundit.The traces I
of you and your hiking companions I
should be as minimal as fading foot- |
prints in the dust.

"

Don't litter.It's as simple as
that. Pack your garbage with you.
Don't dump anything in nearby
streams or lakes. Otherhikers willuse
those natural water sources for drinking water.RespectMother Nature and
the other hikers.

hikers.

SnoqualmiReiver Trail
This trail is an old railroad grade, a branch of the old
Milwaukee Line,partly maintained byKingCountyParks.
Hikers can enjoy views of the South Fork Snoqualmie

''

"

"

Dig a hole that is six toeight I
inches deep for excrement. Use toilet I
paper sparingly and bury that with |

I

your waste.

River, CederButte and RattlesnakeMountain while walk-

ing among the coasts ofoldrailwayengineersandpassen-

The sun sets,andMt.Adamsmajestically restsas ahuge icon oftheNorthwest.
nenteland his group of friends will be
ng the cost of gas and staying with
isand family throughout their trip. By
ling plane fare and lodging costs,
ntel expects to spend under $100 in
he goal is to beintoxicatedfor the entire
:xcept for the driver,"Pimentel joked,
otherway to slash the prices for travelDng distances
ig-

is split it by flying and

chael Divina,a junior computer science
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y friends are coming from Colorado,

—

hikng:
for

Esential

gers.
Hikers will encounter an oldwoodentrestle onthis trail.
The trestle stretches over a creek and is 100 ft. high.
Slipped footing might mean death. Inexperiencedhikers
may want to turn around at this point.
However, for the experienced or daring hiker, continue
onward. The trestle can be exciting since there are no
handrails to guide hikers across and theearth can be seen
between each plank of wood. This trail can be conquered
by foot, bike or horseback. It isalsoa goodplace to walk
your pets.

"

Restrict your fires toadesignated fire pit. Don't leave smoke
scarson big rocks. When you gather
woodfor fire, never breaklimbsoffof

I

living trees. Look for dry wood no
larger than anadult's wrist.Makesure
to pack unburned trash and dispose of
it in trash bins at the baseof the trail.
Clean out the fire pit when you are
done. Dispense thecooled ashes away
from the camp.

Sunglasses and Sunblock:

.Green Trails Maps are highly recommended if you are sticking to a trail.
They can be purchased at outdoor stores like REI.

Ultraviolet rays penetratethroughclouds,soit'simportant toprevent sunburn
even whenthe day is overcast.

First aidkit:

Compass:
It's alwaysimportant to know whichdirectionyou are heading.When you
step out of doors anything can happen. It is your responsibility to come
prepared in the event that you get lost.

Trails are adventurous. Sticks and stones lay scattered on the trail waiting for
hikers toaccidently slip and fall. Hikers should bring a first aid kit in the event
that someone gets hurt.

Pocket knife:

Flashlight or Headlamp:
A source oflight is essential in case you are stuck somewhere at sundown.

ExtraFood:

The moment you are without a cutting device can mean life or death in the
woods.Bring a blade to protect yourself against unforeseen dangers.

-

Matches:

Make sure youpack extraedibles for growling stomachs.It'salso good to
keep an accessible food source at hand in case ofemergencies.

Ifyou are in themiddleof the woodsand night falls,yourisk illness without
a sourceof heat.Alwaysbring matchesand wrapthemin plastic toprotect them

Extra
"* Clothing:
*
Theweathercanchangedramaticallywhenyouare hiking.Winds maypick

up in areas lacking a dense canopy. Youdon't want to start out inshorts and
wish you had worn pants.

Fire starters:
Candles orsolid chemicals are essential for the Northwest where hikers will
inevitably deal with moisture.
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Women place third in National heartbreaker
Team rallies together, 25 points separate second andfourthplacefinishers

Alexis juday-marshall
Sports Editor

teamsin theNAIA,andwhenitwas
over, only 25 points separated the
second, third

and fourth place fin-

Last Saturday night as theSeattle
University women's swim team returned to the United States in the

ishers in the Nationalcompetition.
For the second time in as many
years,themeet washeldin Burnaby,
staple SU vans, emotions were a 8.C., at the home of the National
mix of excitement, reliefand even title-holding SimonFraser Clan.
heartbreak.
The Clan swam away with the
tough
had
a
fought
Championship,
The women
as was expected.
against
toughest
some
was
not expected was
battle
of the
But what

how well the Redhawk women
wouldperform under the pressure.
The women's team began the finaleveningofcompetition infourth
place
"We weren't settlingfor lessthan
third, no way," sophomore Ryann
Cooperexplained.
SU did not withdraw in the sight
of the surmounting challenge.
"While it wasclose,"Coopersaid,

ZAC HUSTAD / SPECTATOR

The womenaccepttheir awards after thefinal raceofthe 400-meterIM.
SU's Kristin Johansing (secondfrom left) took third place and All-

American honors, and Kristy Swanson (second from right) finished

fourth.

mately taking the second place finish, and bumping the women to
thirdoverall in the nation.
"I would say that we were disappointed that we didn't get second,
but at the same time, it was still
maybe a little out of our reach,"
Cooperadded.
Perhaps the most exciting news
ECTATOR
to comeout of the women's perforTheRedhawk womencompetein a morningheatofthe 1500-meterfreestyle.Sophomore MeganAckerman
mance at theNational meet was the
swamto secondplacein the nation in the event.
numberof women'steammembers
"Ithink thatall ofus knew that we to be named Ail-Americans, an
would step up."
honor bestowed upon those indi-

/

W\ththreeeventsremaining,the
womenslidintosecondplace. The
excitement grew, and SU contin-

\

NEED CLEAN CLOTHES??

COME TO
"JUDY'S SPIC N' SPAN
DRY CLEANERS"

400-meter medley relays.
Freshman Emily Woodworth
earned All-Americanawards in the
200-meter freestyle relay, as well
as the 200 and 400-meter medley
relays.

Freshmen Gretchen Denzer and
Elise Fischbach, sophomores
Megan Ackerman, Ryann Cooper
and Stephanie Fong, and junior
Kristin Johansing also earned AllAmerican awards.
Fischbach earned an individual
All-Americanaward with her sec-

viduals who posted first, second

ond-place finish in the 200-meter

and third-place finishes.

backstroke, an incredible feat for
someone whoexperiencedanemer-

—

Fourrelay teams the800-meter
ued to do well in the final three freestyle,200-meter fresstyle,400events, posting fourth and fifth -meter medley and 200-meter replace finishes in the 200-meter re- lay Finished third, and earned a
lay, and gliding into fourth in the numberof women's team members
400-meter freestyle relay.
All-American notice.
Eventually California Baptist
Freshman Jennifer Caldwell had
overcame SU's challenge, ulti- All-Americanhonors in the 200and

—

gencyappendectomyjustafew short
months ago.
Theclose finishleavesthewomen
excited and optimistic about next
year's outlook.
Theyarethatmuch closer toCBU,
SFUand the top of theNAIA.

S.U. STUDENTS & FACULTY
ALWAYS SAVE 10% ON
DRY CLEANING!!!
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SPECIAL THIS MONTH:
Coats just $9.00
HURRY this offer expires March 29, 2001.

BRING YOUR DRY CLEANING,
LAUNDRY, REPAIRS,
MILITARY UNIFORMS AND
LEATHER TO US!!!
LOCATED AT 726 BROADWAY ACROSS
FROM THE ENTRANCE TO THE BROADWAY S.U. PARKING GARAGE.

they always say I have no direction.
I'll show them.
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Make y° ur dreams of
higher education a reality with UPS.

PACKAGE HANDLERS
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" $8.50-$9.50/Hour Plus Benefits!
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"Weekends & holidays off
"Paid vacations & holidays
'Opportunity to gain valuable work experience
«Work only 3-1/2 to 5 hours per day
'Must be at least 18 years old
'Able to lift up to 70lbs.
AVAILABLE SHIFTS:
4:3OPM, 10:30PM or 3:3OAM
(shift start and end times may vary)
WALK-IN
INTERVIEWS WELCOME:
Monday Friday from 10:00AM - 4:OOPM
Seattle " 4455 7th Avenue Soulh
Redmond " 18001 Union Hill Road NE
OR CALL UPS EMPLOYMENT AT:

1-888-WORK-UPS

OPEN MON.-FRI, 7:00-5:30
PHONE: (206) 709-7695
WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD, CASH
OR CHECK.
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Redhawk men coast to third at Nationals
Team anxious about divison changes, planningforfuture at SU

Thisisa struggle on which head
coach CraigMallery won'thesitate
to elaborate.
"We've essentially come to the
For the third year in a row, the
SeattleUniversity men'sswim team topof the unfunded programs in the
finished thirdinthe nation, a feat of NAIA," Mallerydeclared.
And itis this fact that hasled toa
which most collegeteams wouldbe
rut in the road for the swimming
extremelyproud.
While they are proud of their ef- program.
"Given our level of funding,"
fort and accomplishments, there is
continued, "We're typeMallery
an air of frustration and slight dissitucast
in
the sense of the spot that
appointment,surrounding their
ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL
Sports Editor

we're in [third]."

ation.

With one more year left in the
NAIA, theyhavecome to theend of
theroadinterms ofhow far they can
reach with the funding they currently receive.

The team is unsure of what this
means for the program.
"That'sunfortunate because as a
program you never want to feel
you're staying the same." Mallery

elaborated,

"Youwant to feel
you're constantly
improvingand striving."

Malleryspeaksof
the swim teams in
financial terms.
"We're like a

stock that's proven
itself," he offers, "as

the [administration
makes] decisions
about who to fund...
at many levels,it's a
no brainer."
For Mallery and
his swimmers, they

can'tkeep fromfeelthe men '.v 700 meter backstroke.
ing alittle helpless. Timekeepersandcoaches look on at the start of
They feel they
Thispast weekend at theNational
"If you have a strongfiscal sense,
have achieved a great deal over the
past couple of years, and now it is [and know] what's a fit with the competition, the men didextraorditime for the school, and athletic university," he explains, "it's alsee Nationals on page 15
most careless nottofund thesport."
department, to do the same.
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Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.

ZAC HUSTAD /SPECTATOR

SU men 's team members (from top) Quinn Baker, Donald
Hildwein andMikeSeller rest after a gruelingfinish inthe
400-meterIndividual Medley.
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Year in and year out, employeesat education and
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carefully before you
For morecomplete information on our securities products, call 1.800 842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses Read them
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Institutional
TIAA-CREF
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Lady Redhawks finish season on losing note
Carl Bergquist
StaffReporter
The SeattleUniversity women's
basketball teamclosed out theirseason with a couple of tough losses
due to bad passing and poor shot
selection, something that has
plaguedthe team all year.
SophomoreCourtneyTinsley finishedtheseasonbyscoring38points
in thelastthree contests, while freshman DeannaCordovacontinuedher
dominance of the boards with 19
rebounds in the last two games.

Sophomore Rachel Asante"
scored 18 points in the twogames to
add to her impressive season.
Cordova, only a freshman, has
been a bright spot for SU all year
with her hustle. She consistently
aspires to turn around the team
which has gone through many
changes as well as having to fight
off inexperience.
The team grew throughout the
season,buttheirrecord (2-20,4-23)
may not reflect that growth.
Once again, during both games
on theirlast roadtrip, theystumbled

with shooting and control of the
ball as St. Martin's College crept
past SU 67-61. The 16th-ranked
Central Washington University
Wildcats, whoclinched an NCAA
berth, added to SU's season-long
wallop by endingSU'sseason with
a76-42 victory.
SU committed 22 turnovers and
shotonly 24 percent fromthe floor,
repeating their previous performance against St.Martin'sin which
they had 17 turnovers and shot a
little better with 35 percent shooting.

Although their shootingfromthe
floor hasbeen poorall season,they
havemanaged to make it to the free
throw line and have converted on
numerous opportunities.
Twenty-three points against the
Wildcats came via the charity line.
Unfortunately for the Redhawks,
they didn't make it to the line as
much as they wouldhave liked in
order to win.
However,the teamhassomething
that it canbuildoffof nextyear with
this year's improvement.
"Our team unity on the court was

good,but ourexecution was poor,"

Tinsley said.

The news for women's basketball wasn't allbad as AnnaKloeck
was an honorable mention for the
PacWest All-Star team.
To go with her Academic All-

Star selection last week, she finishes her career with 638 points,
while playing in 101 games.
Kloeck is only oneof two graduatingseniors.
The other, Germane Espinoza,
was lostdue toan injury for the rest
of the season earlier this year.

Nelson
finishes
season,
ponders
future

What a difference

JESSIE DELAUNAY

Staff Reporter
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Jeff Nelson stood in the
Connolly Center gymnasium,
lined up next to his teammates
for his very last National Anthem

as a

ftedhawk.

Seattle University

He remembers the lump that
grew in his throat on that late-

Februarynight,as his fourth and
final college season was ending.
"I remember feeling really
emotional as Ilooked around at
the gym I'd spent the last four
years in and the place that, in a
way,represented mychildhood.
It struck me that after that final
game, things wouldbe a lotdifferent for me," Nelson said.
Nelson's life has revolved
around the game of basketball
sincehe was first able to holda
ball.
Now a senior facing the last
few months of his college life,
and possibly his competitive
basketball career, he wonders,
whatnow?
Hehadbeen invited to a professional camp in Utah in the
spring, which could turn out to
be his unexpected opportunity
tocontinue a competitive career
playingprofessionallyinanother

Enjoy the comfort and convenience of traveling
with Amtrak* this spring.
Student Advantage*Members save 15%* on rail fares to over 500 destinations all year
long, including Spring Break. To join Student Advantage, call 1-877-2JOIN-SA or visit
studentadvantage.com.
For Amtrak* information and reservations, call1-877-632-3788 or visit www.amtrak.com.
"Not valid on peak weekday Metroliner* or Acela Express" TrainsandCanadian portions of trains operated jointlyby Amtrak andVIA Rail Canada,
or on connecting services via non Amtrak carriers. Other restrictions apply.
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If you are not a Student Advantage Member, enjoy a one

While Nelson looks forward

time savings of 10% when you present this coupon and
your valid student I.D.
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Tickets must be purchased by April 30, 2001, for travel from February 1, 2001 through April 30, 2001.
Original coupon must be surrendered at the time of purchase.No
photocopiesaccepted. Only one coupon per passanger. Offer valid1"
Tor select trains only Not valid onpeak weekdayMetroliner! Acela Express,
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Auto Train! Canadian portion of joint Amtrak/VIA* service, 7000 A 8000 series
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for Business Class and Sleeping Car accommodations. Other restrictions may apply.
Amtrak is a registered service mark of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation.
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to the experienceandis working
hard tomake sure thatheisatthe
top of his game for the camp,he

is realistic about the situation.
"No matter what,it will be a
greatexperiencejust to go to the
camp. Before Igot the letter I
hadpretty much recognizedthat
my career would be over after
college, so now Ireally haveno
expectations. We'lljustseewhat
happens," Nelson said with an
excited grin.
Nelson's chances to play

See Nelson on page 15
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Cardiac Kids in
arrest: A T-bird update
DIANA BERMISA
Staff Reporter

They gave up the tying goal
with just 16 seconds leftin regulation. The game ended in a 6-6

This past week the Seattle tie.
On Saturday night the 'Birds
Thunderbirds went on a long road
trip to face the intimidating teams fell to the league leading Red
ofthe CentralDivision.
The swing started off full of
energy and excitement on Tuesday night as Jamie Lundmark led

Deer Rebels.

the Thunderbirds past the Medicine Hat Tigers, 7-6.
TheBirdshad been trailing late
inthefinal period whenLundmark
slapped one in to the back of the

had officially kicked in.

net to tie it up.
Less than twominutes later, with
under 40 seconds togo inthe game,
Lundmark passed thepuck toGreg
Black who put it in for the game

winner.
The following night was just as

The T-Birds scored twice in
the first period, but soon after,

their fatigue from the long trip
The Rebels proved to be too
much power as they pummeled
Seattle6-2.

On Sunday the 'Birds went
head toheadagainst thethreatening snipers of the Kootenay Ice.
Despite theirefforts, the'Birds
wereeasily outplayedand beaten
by the Ice. The final score wasa
replicaof thenight before's:6-2.
What should have been an

action-packed when the T-Birds
flew past the Lethbridge Hurricanes, winningin overtime.
ShaneEndicott scored the overtimegoal togive the 'Birds the win

amazing road trip ended up leaving the Birds and their fans dis-

with a final score of 6-5.

Winterhawks.

heartened.
The next actionfor the team is

against

the

Portland

These types of heart-stopping
Inattendance thatnight will be
goals are what inducedthe fans to Wayne Gretzky, Tom Arnold,
calltheir'Birdsthe"Cardiac Kids." Cuba Gooding Jr. and other noUnfortunately,theT-Birds gave tables whowillparticipate in the
upsix goalsto theCalgary Hitmen. Microsoft Hockey Challenge.

Nationals
from page 13

15
scorer at the meet, capturing 34.5

plained, trying to stay optimistic
But even with all the successes,

points for the Redhawk men.
Chris Forgie in the 200-meter
backstroke,ChrisGarciainthe 100-

the men could not dream of overtaking SFU orCalBaptist withouta
divingteam,something whichboth
those teams have, and something
which the SU swimming program

narily well, taking third with 195 -meter backstroke,JoeLaughlin and
points behind Simon Fraser Uni- Luc Lamarche in all four relay
versity in first and CalBaptist Uni- events,andBenDuncanin the400-meter freestyle relay were all Ailversity.
They also claimed several Ail- American winners.
They find inspiration in the fact
Americanhonors.
theycanstill compete with fully
teams
at
that
relay
placed
Four
third
the competition the 200 and400- funded programs such as Simon
-meter freestyle, and the 200 and Fraser andCal Baptist University.
"If we can even come close to
400-meter medley.
Elliot Kolbe claimed All-Ameri- taking down a team or competing
can finishes in all four relayraces, witha team thathas the pocketbook
that we want..." junior Luc
as wellas two individual events.
Kolbe placed third in the 200- Lamarche pondered.
"We have high hopes for next
-meter1Mand 100-meterbreastroke
year because Craig'sdone a decent
events.
Hewasalsothe 1Oth highestpoint job recruiting," Lamarche ex-

lacks the funds for.
"Moneytalks," Lamarche added,
"and that's when Craig just needs
moremoney torecruit thatcaliber."

—

Nelson
From page14

Withoutincreased funding,itwill
bealongtimebefore theycansplash
intothe worldof diving, orbecome
a total swimming powerhouse.

So they keep swimming, and
swimming well.

And they will keep swimming
well into next Reason as well, but
perhaps not as well as their morefunded competitors.

money available at that time, but
Nelson wasaided byhis academic
success,making the hefty SU tucept.
Forthe "hoopsters" withlesstele- itionbill a littleless intimidating.
vised futures, theymight have tobe
Hehas spentall four years atSU
the ones making the calls to the as a significant member of the
coaches, instead of the other way men's basketball team, creating
around.
memories that hewill have for the
By his senior season, Nelson rest of his life.
knew he wanted to piay at the next
Nelson was the leading scorer
was
on
onlyquestion
level.The
where.
the team his junior and senior
finally
He
decided on Seattle Uni- seasons and ended his career as
versity.
the 32nd person inschool history
was
for
me.
to reach 1,000 career points, finplace
"Iknew this
the
It's only 40 minutes from where I ishing with 1,009.
grew up, so my familycould come
After an all-around outstanding
career. Nelson- has much to be
and watch me play," he said.
There wasnoathletic scholarship proudof.

letes, the onlyproblems they have

are deciding which full ride to ac-

abroadprofessionally are good,but
he is struck all the same with the
ending ofhis college career."
A passion for the game of basketball is a given for the Nelsons.
His father, uncle and cousins
play, as well as his two younger
brothers.
Like every young basketball
player, Nelson set goals and practiced hard.
He survived the competitive
BothellHighSchool cutsand found
himself on the varsity team.
For some highly recruited ath-
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Seattle teams 1-1 in trading decisions
"Ifyoudon' t wantme long-term,"
then, "trade me to someone who

does."
TheDodgers say thatSheffield is
just grumpy about his $9.5 million
annual salary and was demandinga
trade toa team whowould sign him
to a Rodriguez-type deal.
In anycase, as longas Los Angeles wasdanglingSheffield outthere,

the Mariners shouldhave taken the

AUSTINBURTON
Sports Columnist
When opportunity knocks,as the
sayinggoes,it's good to be there to
answer the door.

Looking back at you through the
peephole might be a goldenopportunity that you wouldn't want to
pass up.
Over the past week, the Seattle
Mariners and Seahawks both found
themselves facing potentially
golden opportunities, producing
mixedresults.
In amove that was surprisingly
notquestioned much, theMariners
squandered the chance to get a legitimate All-Star caliber talent in
exchange for a 28-year-oldrookie.
Just before Spring Training got
underway, the Los AngelesDodgers offered Gary Sheffield in a oneon-one trade for Seattle's Ichiro
Suzuki.
TheMs apparently don't want to
give up on Suzuki's promise just
■yet,but it just looks like the same
team thatlostRandyJohnson, Ken

bait.
But Seattle General ManagerPat
Gillick ishesitant tounload Suzuki.
The Japaneseleague exportis not

only

set to make somewhere between sixand sevenmillion dollars
per year with the Ms, but the team
also spent $13 million just for the
chance to sign him away from the

Orix Blue Waves.

Suzuki may be younger, but at
32years old, Sheffield has at least
five years of productive baseball
left in him.

As it stands now, theMs plan to
have Suzuki batting third, in front
of Edgar Martinez.Thehope is that
with Suzuki getting on base frequently, Martinez can match his
145 RBIs fromthe 2000 season.
But at 38 years old and already
relegatedto playingdesignatedhitter, how much does Martinez have
left in the tank?
Also, whileMartinez isundoubtedly one of the best hitters in the
league, this will be the first time
since 1988 when he didn't have
either Griffey or Rodriguez in the
same lineup to take somepressure
off of him.
Sheffieldisaprovenmajorleague
slugger,standing 5' 11" and weighing in at 205 pounds.
Suzuki is also 511",but weighs
a waifish 160 pounds.
TheMshavebat boysbigger than
that.
For years, Seattle fans and front
office personnel have complained
about the lack of a right-handed
powerhitter.
You would think then that
Sheffield wouldbe a welcome addition, especially with Rodriguez

He has hit .301 or higher in the
three years, with increasing
home run and RBI numbers over
that span.
Hehas made a seriousrun at the
covetedTripleCrowninthree separate seasons dating back to 1992.
gone.
Last season he hit .325 with43
The left-handed Suzuki,though,
home runs and 109 RBIs,numbers willalmost certainly hit even fewer
that nearly match those of 2000 homeruns thanhe didin Japan,due
MVPsJason Giambi andJeffKent. to superior pitching and the lessSuzuki,on the otherhand, hasn't than homer friendly confines of
even faced major league pitching Safeco Field.
yet.
Sheffield would have provided
While he posted acareer batting some stability inleft field, a posiaverage of .353 inJapan, the pitch- tionthat the Mshavebeen trying to
past

ing anddefensehe facedwasn'ton
thesameJeveZ as the majorleagues.
Suzuki hit just 118 homeruns in
nine years, while Sheffield has hit
120 in the last four.
Suzuki is a solid extra base hit
threatat best; Seattle manager Lou

Griffey, Jr. and Alex Rodriguezin
consecutive years has just let anothef one get away.
Sheffield wasonthe tradingblock
after he voicedhis displeasure with
Dodgers management and his con- Piniella even admits that his new
'
tract.
right fielderdoesn thayegreatspeed
believe,
Dependingonwhom you
or fieldingability.
one of two things happened:
Sheffield isn't going to remind
Sheffield says that he wants to be anyone of Ricky Henderson he
aDodger for the rest of his career, stole just four bases last season
and was upset that the team wasn't but when youhit the ballout of the
taking steps to extendhis contract, ballpark, you can run around the
whichhas three years remaining.
bases as slowlyas you want.

—

won't part withSuzuki may have to
do withhispotentialas a box-office
draw.
Suzuki was Japan's version of
Michael Jordan.
In fact, he went by just one name
overseas,Ichiro,just likeMadonna

The Boston Collegeproduct has
attemptedjust29passes as a pro,13
of whichhecompleted for 145 yards
and two touchdowns.
Butalmost allof those stats were
racked up in garbage time,against
the other team's second or third

or RuPaul.

string.

Now that they'vesigned him, the
Mariners have become Japan's
team. The revenue earned by Seattle Marinersmerchandise sales in
Japanis tootempting for the teamto
pass up.
Seattle also has the Northwest's
largestJapanesecommunity, which
managementis counting on to join
in theIchiromania.
Even thoughSheffield is a "fivetool talent," i.e. hehits for average;
hits for power;runs thebases well;
has asuperbarm;and fields well,he
won' t sellas manyjerseysas Ichiro.
Thisis abusiness,remember.And
ifitmakes dollars,itdoesn' thave to
make sense.
Seahawks

However,Holmgrenshouldknow

betterthan most peopleshouldwhat
Hasselbeckhas to offer.

The former Green Bay coach is
the one who drafted his new QB,
and through Favre, he was at least
able tokeeptrack ofhis progresson
the practice squad.
Not thatshining in practicemeans
much, considering the fact that every NFL quarterback from Rick
Mirer to Billy Joe Hobertlooks like
a stud when itdoesn't count.
But considering Holmgren has
worked with Steve Young and
Favre,among others,he may know
something we don't.
Randle,on the other hand,is not
an uncertainty.

Over in Kirkland,the Seahawks

Thesix-timeProBowler has114
just completed perhaps the most careersacks, highnumbersfor anyeventful weekendin recentmemory. one,especially aninterior lineman.
On Friday,the teamtraded a first
Randle is no springchicken at 33
and third-round draft pick to the years old,but is still among the top
Green BayPackers forquarterback two or three tackles in the league.
MattHasselbeckandthePack'sfirst
Thisis notanotherPatrick Ewing
round pick.
here.
The next day, the team signed
Randleis still inexcellent shape,
free agent, defensive tackle John and was cut from the Minnesota
Vikings for salary capreasonsrather
Randle to a five-year deal.
These are the franchise's most than declining skills.
newsworthy player acquisitions
The guy isalso a nut, and anyone
since the signing of running back who's watched NFL Films knows

fillfoT over 10 years,whileSuzuki Ricky Watters three years ago.
In the course of 48 hours, the
is a naturalright fielder.
Sheffield is also a leader, which team gained both a new starting
willbe a tallorder to askof Suzuki quarterback andanothercornerstone
due to the language barrier alone.
to build their league-worst defense

around.
That is whyPaul Allenis paying
coach/GM Mike Holmgren all of
that money.
him.
Hasselbeck is in a word, unBut if the Dodgers (who are proven.
ownedbyRupertMurdoch,the Ted
The 25 yearold witha receding
Turnerof the West)areserious about hairline has spent two seasons as
trading their best player, they'll Bret Favre's backup, which is the
NFLequivalent tobeingtheMaytag
cover the $13 million.
Another reason the Mariners man's understudy.
So why aretheMariners sointent
on keeping theirguy?
For one, there's that $13 million
the team had to spendjust to sign

whatI'm talking about.
Randle paintshis face almost like
some kind of evil clown before
games, and talks plenty of trash

while he's busy busting through
triple team blocks and stalking opposing ballcarriers.
ButunlikeMike TysonorVemon
Maxwell,whoare a little off-kilter
in general, Randle is (as far as we
know)only that way on the field.
His intensity, along with
Hasselbeck's skillsand Holmgren's
leadership, could be just the thing
that Seattle needs tocreatea golden
opportunity come playoff time.

AT FIRST HILL
1011 East Terrace Street
Seattle, WA 98122

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido.That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question - let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915

New building 3 blocks south of Seattle University
1 bed, 2 bed/1ba, 2bed/2ba, 2bed/2bath Deluxe

Our apartments have great views of the city and Mount Rainier
The units have washer, dryer, dishwasher, and microwave inside.
There is exercise room & underground garage parking with
24 hours security camera recording.
Excellent for Roommates.
To find out more about the building and also
the special we are offering please visit our
Website at www.vantaqeparkapts.com
Or call us at 206-381-5878
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SU students can learn from Eating Disorder Week
Student Health Center offers informational meetings, tips and advice
As is typical with most people

who suffer from an eating disorder,
Iwas very sneaky.

Iwas fed up with not having the
energy tosee my friends,and Iwas
tiredof fighting with my family.
In an effort to gain control over
my eating, Ibegan to educate myself about nutrition and exercise
through books and magazines, and
slowly Iincorporated healthful
meals into my daily lifestyle.
Istill suffered from the occasional binge and purge when Ifelt
overwhelmed, but it became less
andless frequentthe more I
learned
about living a healthy life.
Ialso started to work out regularly and talk with other people—
friends, personal trainers, fitness
instructors about their eating and
exercising styles and tried to learn
as much as I
could soI
could apply
it to my own life.
The more Ifelt in control with
food, the more Ibegan to feel in
control with things around me, and
using exercise to deal with stress
instead ofbingingandpurginggave
me the energy I
had lacked for so
Even
my mind is still
today
lonfe.
sometimes plagued with 'the same
can
thoughts I
used tohaye oh, I
splurge, I
can just fixit later...'
But now Iknow that it's okay to
splurge occasionally and that I
can
control myportions. There are still
times when Igo overboard, only
now it'san extrascoop oficecream

Noone knew thatIwas hiding a
possibly fatal disorder behind my
—
smile not my friends or my family.
What wasn't easytohide wasmy
constant fatigue.
Iwas always tired the kindof
SHANTIHAHLER
tired that takes over your whole
HealthandFitness Columnist body and makes you feel like you
can't keep your eyes open for another second, yourbody aching to
Eatingdisorders area tricky sub- lie down.
ject to tackle.
Iknew Iwas abusing my body
They arenoteasy todeal withfor and notgetting enough nutrients to
anyone— whether someoneclose to keep myself going— but I
didn't
you or you yourself is suffering know what elseIwas supposed to
from bulimia,anorexia or compul- do.
sive eating.
I
had school,a parttime job and
Ishould know— Isuffered from a fairly active social life,but being
bulimiafor severalyears, and it was tiredall the time,Istarted to go out
one of thehardest thingsI
havehad with my friends less and less and
to overcome in my life.
found it hard to get through an enItconsumed everyminute of my tire day without constantly yawnday, followed me in everything I ing.
did.Icouldn't escape the constant
Iwouldfight withmyfamily over
thought of 'what can Ieat next?" thelittlest things, and the tensionin
and, "how can Ihide it?"
ourhouse grew.Now Iwasnot only
Every morning Iwould start the suffering the daily venom of an
same way, eating a healthy break- eatingdisorder,but alsofrom lone—
fast andpromising myself Iwould liness whichjust made the bingepurge cycle even more present in
be 'good.'
But sure enough, the stresses of my daily life.
everyday life would start, and I Luckily for me, Igrew tired of
—
would deal withit by binging and hidingbulimia it wasaphysically and not the wholecarton.
purging.
and emotionally exhausting task
Icame out to tell this story be-

—

—

—

It was my wayof findingrelief.

keeping the secret.
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cause students areone of the high-

In an effort to help Seattle University students whohave a friend
orare themselves sufferingfrom an
eating disorder, the Student Health
Center is putting onan Eating Disorder Awareness Week, which began on Monday and will continue
through the endof the week.
The HealthCenter itselfoffers a
great option for students with eating disorders who are seeking
help Terri Weis, Lisa Robinson,
and Jane Simonsen (ARNP'S) all
have an extensive background in
helping people with eating disorders, and offerreferrals tocounseling,medicalevaluations,nutritional
information and behavioral management skill teaching.
"We evaluate the extent of the
eating disorder and can refer the
ifnecstudent to outsideresources
"
essary," Weis said, but wehandle
98 percent ofthe cases we see."
On Thursday, March 8 from 7-

Gordon-Knight, who is an eating
disorder therapist for Legacy
Emanuel HospitalEatingDisorders
Treatment Unit, will give a talk on
how to help a friend withdistorted
eating.
Backgroundon thedifferent types
ofeating disordersand suggestions
on what to say ordo to help someone will also be offered.
The lecture is freeand open to all
who want to attend.
Binge Eating is episodic compulsive overeating that can lead to
massive weight gain. Most sufferers eat when they are not hungry
and continue to eat until they are
painfully full.
Bulimia is characterized by a
rapidconsumptionoffood followed
by self-induced vomiting or laxative/diuretic use.Fasting andcompulsive exercise may follow.
Anorexia ischaracterized by intense fear of weight gain and a refusal to eat. Light eaters can be
classified as anorexics when they
weigh less than 85 percent of their
recommended body weight.
Signs of an eating disorder:
— anintense obsessionwith food,
weight and body image
— anxiousness around food
constant fatigue
— sudden
weight Joss orgain
— depression
Shanti Hahler is a senior majoring in Journalism. Her e-mail is

-8:30 p.m., guest speakerShoshana

@ao\ com
9
readytofVy V

est groups at risk

for eating disor-

ders.

According to national statistics,
one in four college students suffer
from one or more eating disorder,
whether they are male or female.
Dr. Laurie Humphries, director
ofthe University of Kentucky Eating Disorder Clinic says, "When
afflicted students begin to feel outofcontrol, theysometimesuse food
to establish a false sense of control."

—

—
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ASSU

Good Luck on Finals!
ASSUBriefs:

This quarter's meeting times for ASSU!
ASSU Council meets on Mondays in piBott8ott 102 from 6P-m-~8 P m-

.

Renretentative otai
Seat Vacant
vatum
nepreMmiaiive
An At-Large position on council is currently open
due to the resignation of a member. An official
communication has been sent out to the entire undergraduate population explaining the situation and
process of appointment. Refer to your SU e-mail
account for further information or contact ASSU.
*

—,
ASSU tSLCt:
.

_.

T_,

There are over 60 ASSU affiliated clubs and
organizations this year. Stop by the office for
more informationhow to get involved.

The following meet in the ASSUoffice second floor of the SUB
Clubs Committee: Monday, 8 p.m.
Elections Committee: Monday, 12 p.m.
PresidentialCommittee: Friday, 2:30p.m.-3:30 p.m.
Accounts Committee: Tuesday, 6 p.m.

The following are the names of the representatives on each of the committees this
quarter.

Elections: Adam Ahlbach (chair), Hector Herrera, Angela Rivieccio, Abi Jones,
Matt Sanderl, Carl Bergquist
Clubs: Angela Rivieccio (chair), Adam Ahlbach, Carl Bergquist, Teresa Abellera,.
Dave "Crunchy" Crepeau, Andy Farnum, Gayatri Eassey, Chris Canlas
Accounts: SteveSullivan (chair), Andy Farnum,Matt Sanderl,Dave "Crunchy"
CrePeau Scan Neil1' Abi Jones'Debola Okuribido
Presidential: Virgil Domoan (chair), Scan O'Neill, Teresa Abellera, Chris Canlas,
Gayatri Eassey, Debola Okuribido,Hector Herrera

- °'

TheASSUoffice is located in the Student Union Building, room 203. ASSU offers services such as support to clubs and student advocacy.

Club^Events
The Seattle University Marksmanship Club
Winter Quarter Shooting Schedule
Friday, Mar. 9-Pistol and Rifle Shooting
Renton Gun Range
Both new and experienced shooters are welcome.
Firearms,ammunition, hearing and eye protection and instruction
are provided.
use their own equipment.
may
Shooters
Transportation to range leaves from the front of Xavier Hall at
2:l°p m
For further information contact either
@(206)220-8638 or forisj® seattleu.edu.
Faris,
President
Jacob
Tadie,
Dr.
Faculty Moderator @(206)296-5422 or Casey 509.
The Marksmanship Club is an intramural sports activity, chartered
as a collegiate shooting club by the NRA and ASSU.

Would youlike to help Earthquake victims inIndiaP

s

||

Senior CIaSS Committee Presenfs:
The LaSt ThlTSty Thursday Of

'

xL-

Tne niinrfor
9Ua Ter

At PA
, C)O,

mOTCX\ Bth
ftrn
A\io \
<~UICU
fprj nn
I<+ nvc;
urIIDI
1>U
/1

with" SU ID:
Drink Specials
I.
r
$1Ott dPattS
rri

—

IIVS

Band
21 Gild OVeP Olily pICQSC

'^

—

Now you can! The leadership and service office is raising funds to y^^ "Yalta Reaganite Years and Cold War Politics"
visitingProf Sheldon Anderson
your families, friends and faculty (
send to India. Please encourage "
>l)
.
*
*
..
Mar. 8 @ 3:30 p.m. in Casey
cc
v
ii
*v
vV
J 517
°
bring
effort.Please
alldonations
to
the
.
to support
this collection
r
\
» rtmont
vv
\^ Sponsoredby Phi Alpha Thetaand the History Department
—^ S
Leadership and Service office on the 2nd floor of the Student
"
Union Building-Thank you!
j

It's Here.

■

Jamaica Me Crazy week is here and there are only
a couple events left. Don't miss out.
Friday, Mar. 9:

Clubs Food Fair in the SUB from 7-8 p.m.
Highlight: Free T-shirts to the first 125 people!
SEAC presents 50/50 at 8 p.m. in the SUB
basement.
Highlight: Free drinks that require ID! No
Admission Fee!
Interested in getting involved in planning and implementing events? Come to SEAC Committee meetings! We meet
every other Wednesday at 6 p.m. in SUB 205.
Any questions on these events or if you wouldlike to get involved with SEAC, Please call x6047 or e-mail dixonj@seattleu.edu!

"
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100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
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Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

m*

200. Help Wanted
Fraternities,Sororities,
Clubs, Student Groups

Earn $1000-$2OOO this semester
witl
with

the
easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraisingevent.No salesrequired,
Fundraisingdatesarefillingquickly,
today! Contact
so call
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
-923-3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
l

—

Community RelationsIntern
Service Center in Issaquah. (PT10-15 hrs per wk.)Internship opportunity topractice andlearn skills
for career is journalism or public
relations. Qual; Currentstudent in
Public Relations, English,marketing or Business. REQ: Prey. exp,
computers. Stripend is $7.00 per
hour. Openuntilfilled. App.RVW.
starts Mar. 20, 2001. Send KCLS
application to: HR, King County
Library System,960Newport Way
NW, Issaquah, WA 98027, 425369-3224. Fax: 425-369-3214
www.kcls.orgEOE.

mail to Executive Extended Stay, coursework. Biological science
300 20th Avenue, Seattle, WA background desired, microscope
98122. Please sendallinformation experiencehelpful.
to the attention of the front desk
Phlebotomist #TO-11960 (8-12
Makehome visits to draw blood

from study participants. Maintain
FRED HUTCHINSON CAN- records. Phlebotomy certification
CERRESEARCH CENTER
and experiencerequired. BA/BSin
Advancing knowledge,Saving related field toresearch ormedicine
Lives
preferred. Accuracy, goodorganization skills. Available some eveResearchProjectInterviewerI nings and weekend hours. Reliable
hr/wk, 4 positions) TO- transportation required.
(6
12009
Travel and survey students for
Full info at www.fhcrc.org. InSmokingStudy Excellentcommu- c ludejob#withresume and e-mail/
nicatlon skills detail-onented,ab.l- fax/ or mail to: fhcrC/HR, 1300
ity to carry 30 lbs.Reliable trans- Valley Street, Seattle, WA 98109,
portation and driver's license pre- F-mail jopresponses^rncrc-org.
inhre<:nnn<;e<i©fhrrr nrv
i
i
iT
ferred.
K-12 instruction exp, col667-4051, TTY: (206)
(206)
Fax
lege strongly preferred.
667-6861. An Equal Opportunity
R^arch Project interviewer Emp,oyer Committed to Work
lII#ST-11839
Force Diversity.
50 percent time position with
highly flexible schedule andexcellentbenefits. Solicit and interview 500. For Rent
studyparticipants. Draw blood and
deliver specimens. Drive mostly
„
.
Two-Bedroom
modern
within two counties,driving time/
milage paid for. Work withmini- Townhomeclose toSeattle Un.vermum supervision, Phebotomy ex- s.ty and otherschools. Conven.ent
perience highly desired.
*"" 152
and on b s ne
Lad Aide #TO-11970 (8 hrs/

°

2

Stockroom assistant: FT/PT—
detailoriented,flexible,workswell
withothers. Dutiesinclude receiving,shipping,ticketing,qualitycontrol, some lifting,assembly, filing,
runjoD.
miscellaneous errands and office
Leasing
Consultant
needed to
Hp-innn <!cnHrMiimPtni
rnrrin
cleanup, ienaresume to J.curnn,
„,:.!, i.-..'
h
lin ofnewCla
n
r \a^
a
helpWlth
Up
lease
ss-A
P.O. Box 77670, Seattle, WA
aPartmentcommunity in the Inter98177-0670
e-mail
or
na lonal Dlst ct Flexible oms
laurelgifts@seanet.com.
and great pay for positiveand outgoingperson. Please faxresume to
TECHNICAL INTERNSHIP- AmandaDiebel at Uwajimaya VilSEATTLE-FLEXIBLEHOURS lage Apts (206) 340-8884
RemaininschooLWorkinmultipleindustriesconsultingonboiler
h Executive Extended Stay
andcoolingwatertreatmentßuild H
ote.located onFirst Hil.has imcustomer relationships^ Help m
mediate front desk positions availsalesprocesses.Eamslo/hr.tostart. able for day and ening shifts
Lookmg for sophomores/junThese
iors in science/engineering with an{J
|J opportunities. Canoutgoingpersonaht.es and mterest
dida must possessgoodcustomer wk)
.i_

'

*
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.

f
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SSS52?-2068 e T 6806
cwvric

o
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mai
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L
service skills and
-

entCd

detailed onbe'experience
pre-

ferred,but not required. Interested

candidatesshouldrespondbyfaxing
resumes to (206) 233-0241 or by

hr/wk,3/01-7/01)

manager.
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4/1/01.

g
P ng
(253)

Required college level science

soldchainbracelet with

LOST

significant personalmeaning Please
contact Nancy (206) 296-6062

STUN 204
Large law firm seeks furnished
short-term reasonablypricedhousjng close todowntown for summer
law clerks Need for 8-12 weeks
frommid May thru Sept.Pleasecall
(206) 583-8888 and ask for Erica
(ext'3850)

ADOPTION- Happily married
couple wishes to adopt newborn.
Full.timemother and successful father to love care and nurture
„ Bob
',Ex' Call Terry &
penses paid.
1-

.... _

.

Zq 652 6183

,

IThe Spectator is where it'sTat! To
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Available
.
tasks^
lab
_
Lisa
815.n63.

Manipulationof yeast ascosporesandotherroutinelab

19

thereafter
wort there
word
after.

M*,*****personals

must be submitted by Friday at 5

| p.m. for the Thursday edition.
Pre-payplease.

Personals
Do you know how to mediate?
Ask the girls of conflict Rex how
they handle disputes! ARGGH!!

__

. ..
....
..
n.ght,but,twasn'ttoohect,cdown-

To my
* littlecamel, , ,
Thanks for waiting
for me ast
, up
,

town. Except for that girl on the
lamp post, flying bottles and the
B
,

TJMuch\ Love, 1urtle
t-1

Heather,

—

—

Antonio,Janna and Amanda—
Thanks foragreatbirthday weekJohn
end gals... You are the best.
A Christmaspresent fordadthat's
Enough about you,let'stalk about
already wrapped!!
—Love Me
me!

Dear Amy
You are very pretty.

—Amy

,

.

.. . . ,
Adminon thephone.

Isawyou in
v
U auYou had
hair on your v

**

a Meet
head.
at
Chief-dog
Friday.
me the
on

-

L_____

TotheHß s

German
Marc:
v*m"«u«wiv.
Don t forget us

-1209 and Karate

"

~T
thanks

11,u oCD
-r
Xavier,
Toallthe
F.F.B.in v

l was just wondenng" Can you

bring me back something French?
If not, it's cool.
-Love,CPDP

.

—

,
T
Tobanna—

luggage.

Kasey—
Those are HUGE!!
Love, TheCrew

—Sweet love,Candy Girl

..

...

...Üba Kuba!

What do you get when '
.. youcross
6

a mummy with a necktie?

—John

tJI'^TT

Victor—
au
m vju
That date was da
bomb!
When
We havenever danced the dirty
"
can 1see you again?Maybe dinner.
fandaco
"»" U<*SU
—Love VHS
To the awesomecrew team:
Kick hiney this season l<Row
y° urn ne y°"
— Vicki

'

Party on Garth!
And

congratulations Megan!

~

—

- " " I
~7T~T
w
Which way does the Mississippi
■

Mike... you'remy hero.

flow?
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LinzLast weekend was the mostexcit.
ingofmy lifeJCan't waittoseeyou
again!

Youare notaprincess. Youare a
Goddessand deserve allthatcomes
with the title! Ilove you lots and

-

,

T on
You are the most awesome and
strong person Iknow. Thanks for
being the best roommate in the

world!

»

Chris, Shane,Momo,Adana,Eric
Thanks for all the tummy rubs.
You're the best!
and DanYouknow I
—Your favorite tummy
love you more'n my

Love, Buba

see youand Amanda

Cookies and Chocolate! Ican't
take it anymore!!!
_Tiny Tite

—

Bnm Kabugabuga.
if aK,ina v,,nQ
Buga

T

Super Steele

a_,,

/\my

_. .

.

dancing the d.rty fandago again?
~Annie

Imgonnamiss you somuch, but

You are the coolest roommate. for a Breat <l"«"Thanks for always being there for
me. Ienjoy our long talks, and I Naty—
hope they continue.
Youcomplete
me. Isaw *you out„
UmDa
umpa Lumnas
mmpas
sideßellarminelateonenightawash
going
champs! We have
Nice
Vancouver Beware! The party in the glow of the lamplight. Meet
another
season
to
go. Starttraining,
begins this weekend...
meby thatfateful lamppost tonight,
Coach
Mystery man

..

"

Victor—
,„.
"
,Whe

ey Hun>

-Doodie Pie!

_

HA HA HA
SII7V
y

—Dee Dee

'

—Your buddy

;

Stephy and Genje baby_
Thanks for being such fabulous
friends!
— Good luck with finals!
Love ya, Nasty

Giustina,

Iknow you're a busy person,but
I'm still crazy about you, and Ialwaysmean what I
say. See yousoon

.

{ hope

Good luck witn fmals Sheila.

_R
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SETH COOPER

MIKE BALBIN
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Pythagoreas receives a geometrically inspiring visit from his Guardian Angle.

MIKE BALBIN

~

SHANNON VAN LIEW
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